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HOW ARD U N IVERSITY 3
1905.
C A LE N D A R .
April 21 to 24, Good-Friday to Easter Monday, inclusive. Easter Recess. 
May 26, Friday ......................Anniversary of Commercial Department.
May 28, Sunday ................
May 29, Monday .................
May 30, Tuesday, 3 p. m. .
May 30, Tuesday ................
May 31, Wednesday ..........
. .  Bajapalaureate Sermon.
...Anniversary of Theological Department. 
. .  Annual Meeting of Trustees.
. .  Anniversary o f Teachers’ College.
. .  Anniversary of Preparatory Department.
June 1, Thursday .a&i; ........Commencement.
Summer vacation of sixteen weeks, June 2 to September 19. 
Sept. 20, Wednesday ............The non-Professional Departments open.
Sept. 20, Wednesday..........1
Oct. 2, M onday ....................
Oct. 2, M onday....................
.. .The Theological Department opens. 
. .  The Law Department opens.
. .  The Medical Department opens.
Nov. 23 to 26 ..........................Thanksgiving Recess.
Christmas vacation from December 23 to January 1.
1906.
Jan. 2, Tuesday ..................
Jan. 16, Tuesday, 3 p. m. .
Feb. 2, Friday ....................
Feb. 5, Monday ..................
, . .  University Opens.
. . .  Semi-annual Meeting of Board of Trustees. 
. . .  First Semester Ends, 
ft. Second Semester Begins.
Feb. 22, T hursday..............9, Washington’s Birthday.
Easter recess from Good-Friday to Easter Monday, inclusive. 
May 31, T hu rsday........ .. Commencement.
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
Rev. TEUNIS S. HAMLIN, D. D., President. 
GEORGE H. SAFFORD, Secretary.
Term expires 1905:
WILLIAM BALLANTYNE,
Gen. GEORGE W. BALLOCH,
Gen. CHARLES BIRD, ^
JOHN F. COOK,
Rev. JOHN GORDON, D. D.,
JAMES H. MERIWETHER, ~
JACKSON H. RALSTON, >
Rev. WILLIAM V. TUNNELL,
Term expires 1906:
Rev. A. F. BEARD, D. D.,
Hon. JOHN EATON,
Pees. E. M. GALLAUDET, LL. D.v'  
Rev. TEUNIS S. HAMLIN, D. D., 
Gen. CHARLES H. HOWARD, 
Judge STANTON J. PEELLE, , 
Rev. C. H. RICHARDS, D. D., ✓  
FRANCIS H. SMITH,
Term expires 1907:
Judge THOMAS H. ANDERSON, ^
Judge JOB BARNARD,
Rev. F. J. GRIMKE, D. D., ^
Gen. O. O. HOWARD,
Bishop BENJAMIN F. LEE,
HENRY E. PELLEW,
Bishop B. T. TANNER,
Hon. B. H. WARNER, ^
W ashington , D. G. 
W ashington , D. O. 
W ilm ington , D el. 
W ashington , D. O• 
W ashington , D. (7. 
Washington , D. C. 
W ashington , D. O. 
W ashington , D. (7.
New York , N. Y. 
Washington , D. O. 
W ashington , D . O. 
W ashington , D. O.
Chicago, III. 
Washington , I). C7. 
New Yorfc, N. Y. 
Washinpfon-, Z). O.
W ashington , D . (7. 
Washington^ D. O. 
W ashington , D. <7.
Burlington , Vf. 
W ilberforce, Ohio. 
Washington, D. O. 
Philadelphia , Pa. 
W ashington , Z>. C.
THE HONORARY BOARD.
R ev. DANFORTH B. NICHOLS, M.D., D.D., Mission Hill, S. Dak. 
Hon. WILLIAM B. ALLISON, Dubuque, Iowa.
JOHN A. COLE, Chicago, 111.
Hon. FRANCIS WAYLAND, LL.D., New Haven, Conn.
Hon. JOSEPH D. SAYERS, Texas.
S. V. WHITE, Brooklyn, N. Y.
•Hon. GEORGE F. HOAR, Massachusetts.
Hon. JOSEPH H. CHOATE, New York.
Hon. GEORGE H. WHITE, North Carolina.
Bishop ALEXANDER MACKAY-SMITH, Philadelphia, Pa.
PATRON EX-OFFICIO.
The Secretary of the Interior, Hon. E. A. HITCHCOCK.
•Deceased.
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COMMITTEES OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.
EXECUTIVE.
Messrs. Gordon, Cook, Balloch, Smith and Tunnell.
CURRICULUM.
Messrs. Gordon, Anderson, Eaton, and Tunnell.
BUILDINGS AND GROUNDS.
Messrs. Hamlin, Gordon, and Salford.
LIBRARY.
Messrs. Gordon and Fairfield and Miss Johnson.
VISITING DEPARTMENTS.
Medical Department: Messrs. Balloch and Cook.
Law Department: Messrs. Barnard and Pellew.
Theological Department: Messrs. Beard, and Tanner.
College of Arts and Sciences: Messrs. Gallaudet, and Grimke. 
Teachers’ College: Messrs. Peelle, and Tunnell.
Preparatory Department: Messrs. Bird and Anderson.
Commercial Department: Messrs. Smith and Ralston.
HONORARY DEGREES.
Messrs. Peelle, Balloch, Hamlin, and Grimke.
REVISION OF BY-LAWS.
Messrs. Peelle, Balloch, Cook, Barnard, and Smith.
AUDITING.
Messrs. Balloch and Cook.
MEDICAL DEPARTMENT.
Messrs. Smith, Cook, Tunnell, Hamlin, Gallaudet, Barnard, and Peelle.
MILITARY DRILL.
Messrs. Bird, Warner, and Tunnell.
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FACULTY AND INSTRUCTORS.
R ev. JOHN GORDON, D. D., President, 
Howard University.
* ROBERT REYBURN, A.M., M.D.,
Dean of Medical Department and Professor of Hygiene, Preventive Medicine, 
and Clinical and Orthopedic Surgery. 2129 F Street.
CHARLES B. PURVIS, A.M., M.D.,
Vice-Dean o f Medical Department, and Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecol­
ogy.
WILLIAM H. SEAMAN, A.M., M.D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology and Director of Chemical Laboratory,
1424 Eleventh Street.
NEIL F. GRAHAM, M.D.,
Professor Emeritus of Surgery. 909 New York Avenue.
DANIEL S. LAMB, A.M., M.D.,
Professor o f Descriptive and Topographic Anatomy and Demonstrator of Patho­
logic Anatomy The Cumberland.
R ev. F. W . FAIRFIELD, D.D.,
Dean o f College o f Arts and Sciences, and Professor o f Greek and Political 
Economy Howard University.
SAMUEL R. WATTS, M.D.,
Professor o f Medical Jurisprudence and Clinical Medicine; Attending Physician 
Dispensary Clinic at Freedmen’s Hospital. 1343 V Street.
JOHN E. BRACKETT, M.D.,
Professor o f the Principles and Practice o f Medicine and Clinical Medicine.
1310 Rhode Island Avenue.
B. F. LEIGHTON, LL.D.,
Dean o f  Law Department, and Lecturer on the Law of Contracts, Constitu­
tional and Statutory Law. 416 Fifth Street.
E. A. BALLOCH, A.M., M.D.,
Professor of Surgery, and Clinical Surgery. 1013 Fifteenth Street.
ARTHUR A. BIRNEY, LL.B.,
Lecturer on Pleading and Practice (at Law and in Equity), and Equity Juris­
prudence. Ninth and F Streets.
GEORGE WILLIAM COOK, A.M., LL.M.,
Dean o f Commercial Department, and Professor of Civics and Commercial 
Law. Howard University.
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GEORGE N. PERRY, M.D.,
Professor of Pediatrics and Clinical Pediatrics. 1316 Q Street
MRS. JULIA A. PURNELL,
Instructor in Arithmetic, United States History, Reading, and Spelling.
2110 Fourteenth Street
FURMAN J. SHADD, A.M., M.D.,
Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics. 901 R Street
GEORGE J. CUMMINGS, A.M.,
Dean of Preparatory Department, and Professor of Ancient Languages.
Howard University.
J. MELVIN LAMB, M.D., DD.S.,
Professor o f  Physiology. 910 T Street
ROBBRT B. WARDER, A.M.,
Professor of Physics and Chemistry. Howard University.
MISS E. A. COOK,
Instructor in French and German. 1118 Sixteenth Street
JOHN F. AKERS,
Instructor in Wood-working. 1111 Four-and-one-half Street, S. W.
Rev. TEUNIS S. HAMLIN, D.D.,
Lecturer on the Ministry. 1316 Connecticut Avenue.
KELLY MILLER, A.M.,
Professor of Mathematics. 430 College Street
Rev. JOHN L. EWELL, D.D.,
Professor of Church History and Hebrew Exegesis, also Instructor in Elocution.
Howard University.
CHARLES S. SYPHAX, A.B.,
Assistant Professor and Instructor in Mathematics and General History.
815 T Street
EDWARD 0. BELT, M.D.,
Professor of Ophthalmology and Otology, and Director of Eye and Ear Clinic, 
Freed men’s Hospital. 900 Seventeenth Street
W. H. RICHARDS, LL.B.,
Lecturer on Evidence, Personal Property and International Law; also librarian.
420 Fifth Street
WILLIAM H. H. HART, A.M., LL.M.,
Lecturer on Torts, Crimes and Misdemeanors, Corporations and Criminal Pro­
cedure. 420 Fifth Street
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R ev. ISAAC CLARK, D.D.,
Dean of Theological Department, Professor of Theology, Biblical History, and 
Literature, and English Exegesis; also Instructor in Rhetoric.
Howard University.
GEORGE M. LIGHTFOOT, A.B.,
Professor and Instructor in Latin. Howard University.
R ev. STERLING N. BROWN, A.M., B.D.,
Professor of Bibliology. 1701 Eleventh Street.
C. C. COOK, B.L.,
Professor of English Language and History. 2222 Sixth Street.
GEORGE FRANCIS W ILLIAM S, LL.M.,
Lecturer on Domestic Relations and Commercial Paper. Baltic Building.
W A L TE R  W . ALLEGER, M.D., Phab ., D.,
Professor of Bacteriology and Director of Bacteriology Laboratory.
143 U Street
R ev. L E W IS B. MOORE, A.M., PH.D.,
Dean of Teachers’ College and Professor of General Pedagogy, and Instructor 
In Philosophy* Howard University.
Mrs. ISABEL HOWARD,
Instructor In Sewing. 2224 Sixth Street
HARRY B. BRADFORD,
[instructor in Drawing. 1323 Q Street
Miss CORA E. DORSEY,
Instructor in Stenography and Typewriting. 946 E Street S. W .
R ev. GEORGE 0. LITTLE, D.D.,
Professor of Ethics, Homiletics, Pastoral Theology, and Greek Exegesis.
1363 Columbia Road.
T. COLLINS MARSHALL, M.D.,
Professor of Pathology, and Director of Pathological Laboratory.
2507 Pennsylvania Avenue.
CHARLES I. WEST, M.D.,
Lecturer on Topographic Anatomy. 924 M Street
JOHN W. MITCHELL, M.D., Ph ar . D.,
Demonstrator of Materia Medica, and in charge of Pharmacal Laboratory.
1516 New Jersey Avenue.
EDWARD D. WILLISTON, A.B., M.D.,
<r*inical Lecturer on Gynecology. 1507 S Street,
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MASON N. RICHARDSON, A.M., LL.B.,
Lecturer on Commercial Law, Executors and Administrators, Instructor in 
Pleading and Practice, and Judge of Moot Court. Fendall Building.
Miss ANNIE R. BARKER, A.M., PH.B.,
Instructor In English and Rhetoric. Howard University.
HERBERT C. SCURLOCK, A.B., M.D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy; Assistant in Chemistry and Urinalysis; Lecturer in 
Electro-Therapeutics. 447 S Street.
Miss FLORA L. P. JOHNSON,
Librarian 2460 Sixth Street.
W ILLIAM  A. W ARFIELD , M.D.,
Professor of Abdominal Surgery; Surgeon in Charge at Freedmen’s Hospital.
Freedmen’s Hospital.
Miss CORA L. MOORE,
Instructor in Geography and Elementary English. Howard University.
Miss HARRIET CABLE FRIESE,
Instructor in Kindergarten Theory and Practice.
1217 N Street.
Miss ANNETTE ANDERSON, B.S.,
Instructor in English and History. Howard University.
Miss ANNIE R. TAYLOR,
'Assistant In Training Schools. 1726 L Street.
W. P. HAY, M.S.,
Professor of Biology and Geology. The Berwyn.
HENRY A. ROBBINS, M.D.,
Professor of Dermatology and Syphilology. 1760 M Street.
PAUL BARTSCH, M.S.,
Professor of Histology, Director of Physiologic and Histologic Laboratories.
817 T Street.
ANDREW J. BROWN, D.D.S.,
Vice-Dean, Dental Department; Professor of Operative Dentistry and Opera­
tive Technic. 1326 L Street.
H. PORTER DAVIS, D.D.S.,
Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry, Dental Metallurgy, and Prosthetic Technic.
1912 Third Street
WILLIAM S. NAYLOR, D.D.S.,
Lecturer on Operative Technic. 1133 Twentieth Street
J. HERVE PURDY, Phab. D .,,
Vice-Dean of Pharmaceutic Department, Professor of Pharmacy, and Director 
of Pharmaceutic Laboratory. 2612 University Place.
R O B E R T B. T Y L E R , M.D., P harJ D.,
Demonstrator in Pharmacy, 1329 T Street.,
C LAREN CE H. H OW LAND , D.D.S.
Professor o f Special Dental Anatomy, and in charge of Dental Clinics.
825 Vermont Avenue.
C. SU M N ER W O RM LEY, D.D.S.,
Demonstrator-in-Chief to Professor of Operative Dentistry; in charge of Dental 
Infirmary. 1531 Fourteenth Street.
A R T H U R  B. BURROW S, P h ar . D.,
Professor of Theory and Practice of Pharmacy. 225 John Marshall Place.
N E IL  D. G RAH AM , A.B., M.D.,
Assistant Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
M ICH E L 0 . DUMAS, M.D., P h ar . D.,
Assistant in Ophthalmology.
A L B E R T  R ID G LE Y, M.D.
Assistant Demonstrator of Anatomy
TH OM AS P. W OODW ARD, LL.B.,
Lecturer on the Law of Real Property.
W A L T E R  L. SM ITH, B.S.,
Instructor in Mathematics. Howard University.
A N N A  M. BA RTSC H , M.D.,
Assistant in Histology and Experimental Physiology. 817 T Street..
C A RR O LL A. BROOKS, M.D.,
}  Quiz Master in Physiology. 1150 Sixteenth Street.
AM BRO SE E . G ASKIN , D.D.S.,
Assistant in Dental Infirmary. 1201 T Street.
M A R K  D AVIS, D.D.S.,
Demonstrator In Operative Technic. 937 New York Avenue.
A U STIN  CU RTIS, A.B., M.D.,
Quiz Master in Surgery. Thirteenth and U Streets.
W ILL IA M  H. HUGHES, M.D.,
Quiz Master in Practice. Freedmen’s Hospital.
H A R R Y  S. POPE, Ph a r . D.
Demonstrator in Pharmacy Freedmen's Hospital.
W ILL IA M  C. Me N EILL, M.D.,
Assistant in Pathology and Bacteriology. 1813 Vermont Avenue.
W ILLIA M  A. JACK,
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1009 O Street. 
1800 L Street. 
1543 M Street. 
507 E Street..
Demonstrator of Practical Surgery. 501 New Jersey Avenue.
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Miss LOTTIE ATWOOD,
Instructor in English and History. 1935 Eleventh Street.
GEORGE M. CATHRELL, A.B.,
Assistant in Physics and Chemistry. Howard University.
F. C. WHITCOMB, B.S.,
Director o f School o f Manual Arts, and Professor of Manual Training.
1456 Chapin Street.
Miss FLORENCE A. HILL,
Instructor in Domestic Art. 935 Westminster Street.
Miss ANNIE F. BURBANK,
Instructor in Domestic Science. ' Howard University.
W . A. JOINER, B.S.,
Supervisor of Training School, and Instructor In Geography. 716 S Street.
Miss ABBIE L. W ILLIAM S,
Instructor in Music.
CRAIG W ILLIAM S,
Leader o f Choir and Glee Club.
Mrs. H. Q. BRANCH,
Instructor in Training School.
Miss ALICE P. BARLOW,
Assistant in Training School.
RALPH NORRIS,
Instructor in Printing 1714 New Jersey Avenue.
Mbs. M. A. BARRINGTON,
Instructor in Elocution. n u  p  Street.
Miss HARRIETTE P. SHADD,
Instructor in Arithmetic, United States History, Heading, and Spelling.
901 R Street.
J. J. RICHARDSON, M.D.,
Clinical Lecturer on Diseases o f Throat and Nose. 1016 Fourteenth Street.
SIDNEY BEHREND, M.D.,
Clinical Assistant in Dermatology and Syphilology. 1737 Eighth Street.
G. STANLEY HALL, PH.D., LL.D.,
Lecturer in Psychology and Pedagogy in Summer School. Worcester, Mass.
JAMES M. VAN SICKLEv PH.D.,
Lecturer on School Management, in Summer School. Baltimore^ Md.
Howard University. 
Howard University. 
2423 Seventh St. 
49 P  Street N. E.
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L. R. KLEMM, PH.D.,
Lecturer in Methods of Teaching; in Summer School. Washington, D. C.
GEORGE W. HULL, PH.D.,
Lecturer in Methods of Arithmetic, in Summer School. Millersville, Pa.
Mrs. IDA G. MYERS,
Instructor in Primary Work and English, in Summer School. Washington, D.C.
R ev. F. J. GRIMKE, D.D.,
Lecturer in Ethics, in Summer School.
Miss EMMA L. MERRITT,
Instructor in Arithmetic, in Summer School,
D. O. W. HOLMES,
Instructor in Physics, in Summer School.
Miss IMOGENE WORMLEY,
In Charge of Model Primary School, in Summer School.
R ev. W. Y. TUNNELL,
Lecturer in Summer School.
Miss MARY W. McGAHEY,
Instructor in Raffia, Basketry and Modeling, in Summer School. New York.
Miss CARRIE E. SYPHAX,
Instructor in Sewing and Dressmaking, in Summer School. Washington, D. C. 
Miss ANNIE THOMAS,
Instructor in Millinery, in Summer School. Washington, D. C.
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
Baltimore, Md. 
Washington, D. C. 
Washington, D. C.
OFFICERS.
R ev. JOHN GORDON, D. D., President, Howard University.
M r . GEORGE H. SAFFORD, Secretary and Treasurer,
2445 Brightwood Avenue. 
D r . FURMAN J. SHADD, Secretary of Medical Department, 901 R Street. 
M r . JAMES F. BUNDY, Secretary of Law Department, 420 Fifth Street.
M r . JOHN F. AKERS, Superintendent of Grounds and Buildings,
1111 Four-and-one-half Street, S. W. 
Miss FLORA L. P. JOHNSON, Librarian, 2460 Sixth Street.
Miss LURA C. RUGG, Clerk to Treasurer and Secretary, 1737 Willard St. 
Miss FRANCES S. REED, Clerk to President, 1456 Chapin Street.
M r . HENRY V. BOWERS, Engineer, 1717 New Jersey Avenue.
Miss MAUDE M. KECK, Clerk, 236 Eleventh Street, N. E.
Miss- L. M. JACOBS, Matron, Miner Hall Howard University.
M r s . E. P. MESSER, Housekeeper, Miner Hall, Howard University.
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The University.
U  O W A R D  U N IV E R SITY  was established by the Government 
* *  largely through the instrumentality o f Gen. O. O. Howard, 
the distinguished soldier whose name it bears, and whose spirit 
its teachers seek to emulate. It has always welcomed all nation­
alities alike. It  is now aided by the Government; the Secretary 
of the Interior being ex-Officio the authorized representative of 
the Government, through whom appropriations are received and 
to whom accounts are rendered, and whose advice and sugges­
tions are always welcomed by the President.
U n iv e r s it y  S it e  a n d  B u il d in g s .— The Institution occupies 
an elevated and beautiful site at the northern edge of the city of 
W ashington, between 4y2 and 6th streets, and is approached from 
Howard Avenue. The campus contains twenty acres and has the 
Reservoir Lake immediately adjacent on the east. The Univer­
sity edifice, four stories in height, contains recitation and lecture 
rooms, library and laboratory rooms, museum and offices. Miner 
Hall, presided over by a matron, is set apart for young lady stu­
dents. Clark Hall is for young men. Spaulding Industrial Hall 
(named after Martha Spaulding, o f Lowell, M ass.), is devoted to 
instruction in manual training. The Medical Building is located 
at Pom eroy and Fifth  streets and the Law Building is on the 
west side of the Judiciary Square, at 420 Fifth  street, N W,
H ow  t o  E n t e r .— Before coming to W ashington, those desiring 
to enter the University should write to the executive officer of the 
department they wish to enter, stating clearly what studies they 
have pursued and what course o f  study they desire to undertake. 
These a re :— For the Thelogical Department, Dean C lark ; for  the 
Medical, Dental, or Pharmaceutic College, Dr. F. J. Shadd, Sec­
retary, 901 R  street, N. W . ; for the Law Department, Mr. James
F. Bundy, Secretary, 420 F ifth  street, N. W .; for the College o f 
Arts and Sciences, Dean Fairfield; for the Teachers’ College, 
Dean M oore; for the Commercial Department, Dean C ook; for 
the Preparatory Department, Dean Cum m ings; and for the Man­
ual Training School, D irector W hitcomb. To all o f the above, for 
whom a street and number is not given, letters should be address­
ed to Howard University, W ashington, D. C.
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On reaching the city students intending to enter the Medical 
Dental, or Pharmaceutic Departments will immediately report 
to Dr. F. J. Shadd; those intending to enter the Law School, to 
Mr. Bundy. Those who will be in any other department, if  they 
arrive at the Pennsylvania or Southern Depot will take cars 
marked “ 7th Street and Florida avenue.”  A t end of the line they 
transfer to the Brightwood cars and leave them at Howard av­
enue. Those arriving at the B. & O. Depot will take the F  Street 
cars, transfering at 9th street to the cars marked “ 7th street and 
Florida avenue,”  which will transfer them to the Brightwood 
cars, which they will leave at Howard avenue.
On arriving at the University Building they will first go to 
the office of the Treasurer, and make arrangements for room and 
board. Then they will immediately report to the Dean of the 
Department they intend entering.
A d m is s io n .— The institution offers its advantages without 
regard to creed, race, or sex. Applicants are rejected, in all De­
partments, because they have not pursued the studies previously 
necessary. The requirements are higher than in most Southern 
institutions. As instruction is given in the elementary school in 
the grades, in the Preparatory Department in High School 
Branches, and in the College and Professional Schools in the 
higher branches, the University is prepared to receive pupils at 
almost any stage of progress.
E x p e n s e s .— A  University matriculation fee of $5.00, to be paid 
once, is required of all new students entering any department o f 
the University. The fees in the Medical and Dental Colleges are 
$80 per year, and in the Pharmaceutic, $70.
In the Law Department the fee is $30 annually.
A ll the other students of the University are required to pay 
an annual tuition fee o f  $10. This is collected semi-annually in 
advance.
Room rent, including steam heat, is $20 per year, payable 
$10 at the beginning o f the Fall term, and $10 at the beginning 
o f  the W inter term.
Theological students pay $13 room rent for the year, includ­
ing steam heat.
Room rent is not refunded if a student leaves or if his rela­
tion to the University is dissolved from any cause except illness. 
Board is $9 per month. A ll who room in Clark Hall must board in 
Miner Hall dining room unless excused by the President. No stu­
dent is allowed to board himself in his room. A ll bills must be 
paid in advance. W ashing costs $1 to $2 per month. Rooms are 
furnished with bedstead, mattress, chairs, tables, and book-case. 
A ll furniture, such as crockery, towels, sheets, blankets, pillows,
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pillow-cases, and lamps, must be supplied by students. This 
must not be forgotten.
Students should have at least $35 on arrival, as books and 
other incidentals are necessary at the commencement of the cerm, 
and the first payment of board is to October 31. Board, rooms 
and heat for the year should not exceed $100. Light, washing, 
and other expenses range from $10 to $20 a year, according to the 
needs and economy of the students.
The young ladies can do their own laundry work if they 
choose.
Students will please notice that as they furnish their own 
“bedding it will be necessary for them to provide it so as to use it 
the night of arrival here, and, therefore; it is best to arrange to 
be here in the early part of the day.
Room rent and board for short periods are higher than the 
prices named.
A deposit of one dollar for safe return of key, and to insure 
proper care of furniture, etc., is required.
F ees.—Certificates for those who have completed courses 
which do not entitle to a degree, $2.00.
Diplomas for Bachelors Degree and Doctors of Medicine, 
Pharmacy and Dentistry, $5.00.
Diplomas for Degree of Master of Arts, $10.00.
In many of the courses incidental fees are charged covering 
the expense of materials used by the student. For particulars, 
see statement of each department.
A id to  S tu d en ts .—Aid is given to worthy students who need 
it so far as funds allow, if they have reached the Preparatory 
-Junior class.. It is frequently the case that energetic, industrious 
students secure employment in the various boarding houses and 
hotels throughout the city, by which they succeed in working out 
their board and often get a little money besides.
RELIGIOUS.
This institution is always emphatically Christian. Its in­
structors believe in Christianity as the only basis of true culture; 
but pupils are given no denominational bias. No ecclesiastical 
or denominational instruction is given in any department.
A  Bible class and a preaching service by the President are held 
on the Lord’s Day, and there is a daily religious exercise in the 
Chapel. There is a prayer meeting on Tuesday p. m., conducted 
by the officers of the institution.
All students rooming on the University grounds (of Profes­
sional as well as the Academical Departments) will be expected 
to attend the Sunday Bible Classes and preaching services, un­
less specially excused by the President. The Trustees, also, re-
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gard it the duty of all teachers by their example to contribute to 
the maintenance of all religious meetings of the University.
An efficient and enthusiastic Y. M. C. A., which has its own 
room, is a great influence for good amongst the students. This 
year a Bible class has been carried on which meets Friday after­
noons, at 3 o ’clock, under the leadership of Mr. Ralph Wells. 
An important feature of the work undertaken is the procuring 
of employment for self-supporting students during the school 
year as well as during the vacation season. A committee will be 
at the stations to meet all new students and to conduct them to 
the grounds and discharge those services which are so needful to 
one on his first arrival.
The Y. P. S. C. E. holds meetings every Saturday at 6.30 p. m. 
It takes an active part in missionary work at the Freedmen’s 
Hospital and Home for Children and Aged Women and Mission 
Sabbath Schools. Under the Joint societies of the Y. P. S. C. E. 
and the Y. M. C. A. revival services are held yearly.
LITERARY SOCIETIES.
Literary Societies are formed in each of the Departments for 
improvement in elocution, extemporaneous speaking, written dis­
cussion and literary culture.
ATHLETICS.
The Department o f Athletics is given due prominence. All 
branches of athletic sport are under the direct supervision of the 
Athletic Association, which is composed of members of the fac­
ulty and alumni as well as under-graduates. Through this asso­
ciation all physical development is directed along proper lines. 
The leading athletic pursuits of College life are fostered, such as 
base ball, foot ball, tennis, track work, cross-country runs, golf, 
etc.
MUSIC.
There are daily classes in which the students are instructed in 
sight reading, voice culture and ear training by a competent in­
structor. Opportunities for chorus work are given in the choir, 
the President’s Glee Club and the Student’s Glee Club. The or­
chestra, which is conducted by a competent leader is composed 
of both string and brass instruments.
MONTHLY LECTURES.
On the first of the month a public lecture is given to the as­
sembled students by one of the Professors, or by an invited lec­
turer of ability, on varied topics o f literary or practical interest. 
There are also Departmental Lectures.
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LIBRARY.
The Library numbers over forty-three thousand volumes, in­
cluding pamphlets, and is constantly increasing. Several hun­
dred volumes are purchased each year and keep the collection 
fresh. It is under the care of a competent librarian who assists 
the students in using it. There is a good card catalogue. It is 
open from 9 to 12 and from 1 to 4 on the days classes are 
held and from 10 to 12 on Saturdays. There is a reading room 
free to the students -which is well supplied with the current news­
papers and magazines.
CABINETS AND APPARATUS.
There is a cabinet and museum and there are large collections 
of material which are used in teaching the sciences. Constant 
additions are madejgo the apparatus and the five laboratories of 
the University are fitted to do thorough work.
OUTSIDE ADVANTAGES.
In addition, there is free access to the immense collections of 
the National Museum and the Smithsonian Institution and also 
the great Congressional Library, the Departments, and the ses­
sions of Congress and of the Supreme Court.
CO-OPERATIVE DIVINITY SCHOOL.
At the semi-annual meeting of the trustees, held in January, 
1889, a communication was received from a committee of the 
Protestant Episcopal Church, which has in charge its work 
among the colored population, proposing a friendly co-operative 
alliance between their Divinity School about to be established 
for the training o f colored Episcopal ministry, and Howard Uni­
versity. The idea was that their students might enjoy privileges 
of Howard University, in the Preparatory and Collegiate stages, 
prior to entering the Divinity School. Mutual advantages can 
also be offered in the way of libraries, lectures, etc., to professors 
and students of both institutions. The Trustees responded fa­
vorably, offering also to extend similar privileges to contiguous 
Divinity Schools which might be established by other religious 
denominations. Consequently, King Hall, Rev. William V. Tun- 





R ev. JOHN GORDON, D.D., President.
Rev. ISAAC CLARK, D.D.,
X>ean of the Department, Professor of Theology, Biblical History and Litera­
ture, and English Exegesis; also Instructor in Rhetoric.
Rev. JOHN L. EWELL, D.D.,
Professor o f Church History, and Hebrew Exegesis; also Instructor tn
Elocution.
Rev. GEORGE 0. LITTLE, D.D.,
Professor of Evidence of Christianity, Homiletics, Pastoral Theology, and Greek
Exegesis.
Rev. STERLING N. BROWN, A.M., B.D.,
Professor of Bibliology.
LECTURERS:
President JOHN GORDON, D.D.,
History.
R ev. TEUNIS S. HAMLIN, D.D.,
Revivals.
-R ev. JOHN L. EWELL, D.D.,
(Bible Lands:—Illustrated.)
TEACHERS:
Miss ABBIE L. WILLIAMS,
Vocal Music.
INSTRUCTORS IN THE EVENING CLASS:
Rev. ISAAC CLARK, D.D.,
Rev. GEORGE 0. LITTLE, D.D.,
The Theological Department of Howard University was or- 
j ganized in 1870. Its object is to prepare young men for efficient 
. service in the Gospel Ministry.
SPECIAL ADVANTAGES.
It offers certain positive and peculiar advantages:
.1st. In its Location.—rlt is in the capital city of the nation.
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As the capital of the nation, Washington supplies varied and 
healthful incitements to intelligent thought, and that large­
mindedness so desirable in those who are to be the leaders of the 
people.
As a city of hotels and boarding houses, it gives opportunity to 
a large number of students to earn money without neglecting 
their studies.
2nd. In it s  C onn ection  w it h  t h e  U n iv e r sit y .—This enables 
the young men to make up deficiencies or to pursue supplement­
ary studies, and to come into pleasant and healthful association 
with those in other departments. They can thus gain a better 
mental discipline, while preparation for their work becomes less 
unlike the work itself than it would be if they were shut up by 
themselves.
3rd. In it s  U n d e n o m in a tio n a l  C h a r a c t e r .— Different denom­
inations are represented by the teachers, many by the students.
By candid statement of beliefs, by free interchange of views, 
by discussion of various points, all carried on within the circle 
of fraternal association and feeling, the students come to a better 
understanding of one another and of each others’ tenets. The 
result is—not that they are made less loyal to their own denomi­
nations,—but better able to see the loyalty of all to the one com­
mon Saviour, and better able to join in hearty co-operation with 
their brethren for the advancement of the one common cause. *
* TERMS OF ADMISSION.
Every candidate for admission is expected to present testi­
monials from two well-known and responsible persons. His pas­
tor and the principal of the school he last attended are preferred.
A college course is essential to a full appreciation of theolog­
ical studies, but students are admitted to the English course on 
passing a satifactory examination in the following branches, 
namely: Reading, Spelling, Grammar, Arithmetic (Franklin 
Written Arithmetic complete or its equivalent), Algebra (to 
Quadratics), Geography and the History of the United States. 
(The italicised branches are emphasized.)
The minimum education required for admission to the Classical 
Course is honorable graduation from the preparatory department 
of this University, or an equivalent course of study.
Those who lack the minimum preparation for the English. 
Course are sometimes admitted to its studies as special students. 
In like manner those who lack the minimum education prescribed 
for admission to the Classical Course are sometimes admitted to 
the classical studies. I f any such special student makes up his
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deficiencies in general education during his course, he becomes 
eligible to graduation.
The examination for admission is on the first day of the fall 
term at 10 a. m.
COURSES OP STUDY.
There are two courses, the English and Classical.
JUNIOR YEAR.
E n g l ish  Course .— The English Bible—Old Testament, 3*; New 
Testament, 3 ; English Literature, 1; Church History, 2; The- 
ology, 2; Bibliology (history authenticity, inspiratioiJXand trans­
mission of the Rriptures), 2; Rhetoric, 1; Elocution and compo­
sition. 1; Vocal M u a , 1.
C lassic a l  CouasB l kdditional. Hebrew Elements and Genesis, 
5; Greek Testament, 2. Those who take Greek Testament are 
excused from two hours weekly iu the English Bible.
MIDDLE YEAR.
E iB l is h  C ourse.—The English BiblESpid Testament, 3 ;  New 
Testament, 3; Theology, 2; Biblical Ltj&urch History,
2; Homiletics, 2; English Literature, 1; Elocution and Compo­
sition, 1.
C lassic a l  C ourse.— additional. Hebrew Scripture, 2; Greek 
Testament, 2. Those who take the full Ejlassical Course are ex­
cused from four hours weekly in the English Bible.
senior year .
E n g l ish  C ourse.—The English Bible—Old Testament, 3; New 
Testament, 3 ; Moral Philosophy, Natural Theology, and Evi­
dences of Christianity, 5; Homiletics, 2; Church History, 1; 
Missions and Pastoral Theology (including church institutions, 
church work, the Sunday School, systematic benevolence, work 
among the unfortunate, the vicious and the criminal, and tem­
perance), 1; English Literature, 1; Elocution and Composi­
tion, 1.
C l a ssic a l  C ourse— additional. Hebrew Scriptures, 2; Greek 
Testament, 2. Those who take the full Classical Course are ex­
cused from four hours weekly in the English Bible.
EVENING CLASS.
Designed to aid preachers and workers in Sunday Schools,
•Numerals like this refer to the hours of recitation in a week.
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Christian Associations, city missions, and other branches of 
Christian activity.
It has a four year’s course of instruction, three evenings a 
week, two hours each evening, with recesses corresponding to 
those in the^lJniverflB . beginning the first of ^Bobcr, and clos­
ing one week before the anniversary of the Department.
The course is necessarily limited in extent, but is intended to be 
thorough as far as it goes.
SCHEDULE:
FIRST YEAR.
Bible companion. Old Testament, New Testament, Life of 
Christ, Theology, and Church History.
SECOND YEAR.
The First-Year Studies Continued.
THIRD YEAR.
Biblical History, Old Testament, New Testament, Life of St. 
Paul, Homiletics, and Church History.
FOURTH YEAR.
Elocution. English Literature, Biblical History, Old Testa­
ment, New Testament, Life of St. Paul, Homiletics, Pastoral The­
ology, Declamations, Essays, Plans of Sermons, and Sermona-
LEADING TEXT-BOOKS.
Hart’s Rhetoric, Bailey’s Essentials of Reading.
Bible Companion, Blaikie’s Bible HistorB Fisher’s Cnurch 
History, Broadus’ Preparation, and Delivery of Sermons.
Fairchild’s Moral Science, Valentine’s Natural Theology, Hop- 
kin’s Evidences of Christianity. Smith’s Theology.
Hebrew—Harper’s Elements and Manual.
Greek—Westcott and Hart’s Greek Testament.
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The study of the English Bible has a foremost place through­
out the entire course. TheTSlassical Course includes wide read­
ing in the history, poetry, and prophecy of the Hebrew Bible, and 
in all portions of the Greek Testament. Professor Ewell gives 
illustrated lectures on Bible lands. These lectures are based 
upon personal; travels, Hupeili] Bourses of lectures on pertinent 
topics are given by city pastors and others. The students preach 
sermonland conduct pulpit exercises in the presence of one an­
other and of the faculty who kindly criticize them. Much atten-
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tion is devoted to literary composition and pulpit elocution. The 
theological library now contains about ip lo  volumes, including 
the theological library of the late Dr. C. B. Cheever, and the The­
ological students have free access to the University library. The 
fact that a part of the teachers are city pastors brings the stu­
dents into close connection with a great variety of pastoral and 
evangelistic work. A vigorous missionary society fosters interest 
in the world-wide flelditspecially in Africa. A literary society 
is conducted with enthusiasm.
GRADUATION.
An unblemished Christian character and the promise of use­
fulness in the Christian ministry are prerequisites for gradua­
tion.
Testimonials answering to the studies pursued are given to 
Evening Class graduates.
Certificates are given to those who graduate from the English 
Course and have the prescribed general education.
Diplomas are given to those who graduate from the Classical 
Course, provided they have the general education that is pre­
scribed for that course.
The degree of Bachelor of Divinity (B .D .)B s given to gradu­
ates from the Classical Course who have also taken the degree of 
A. B. at a respectable college.
Applicants for admission as candidates for the degree of B.D., 
who hold no Collegiate degree, are required to show, by Certifi­
cates and ExaminaBon, that they have received the subsBntial 
equivalent of a college training.
Such non-graduates as show superior scholarship in the actual 
work of the course, may at any time, by vote of the Faculty, be­
come candidates for the degree of B.D.
PRIZES.
The Pomeroy Scholarships are awarded for excellence in Bibli­
cal Studies.
The Maynard Prizes are offered for superiority in public 
debate.
The Byfield Prizes are offered for proficiency in the Hebrew 
Scriptures, and in Greek Testament, and in Church History.
From time to time other prizes are offered.
Any prize may be divided, or altogether withheld, if no compet­
itor does sufficiently well to merit it.
The following prizes were awarded in 1903-1904:
The Pomeroy: First, J. W. Manoney; second, S. B. Ross.
The Maynard: First, J. W. Manoney; second S. B. Ross.
Advanced Hebimm J. W. M anoniisj
Elementary Hebrew: E. H. Oxlev.
Church Hstory: Middle*P. B. Oldham; Junior, I. H. Car­
penter.
Literary anOElocutieua Middler, S. B.. Ross.
E X P E N S E ^f*^
By recent decHDSn of the Board of Trustees, any student, not 
hitherto connected with the UnHSsitwBwill be required to pay 
a matriculation fee of $5 on entering this Department. The tuit­
ion for the year will be $10. Room rent, including steam heat, is 
$13 per Haljfifor TheologiiBl Hudents,; $8 payable at the begin­
ning of the Fall Term, and $5 at the beginning of the Winter 
Term. Board in Miner Hall is $9 per month..
HELPS.
Some aid is given to worthy and indigent students, but the- 
funds of the University are limited, and contributions are earn­
estly solicited Kom benevolent societies and individuals.
As an encouragement to thorough preparation, the Depart­
ment will, as far as possible, give college graduate students o f 
promise who may need it, $72 a year. A loan library relieves- 
some students of the necessity of purchasing text-boooks.
Opportunities of self-help are usual in the city, and many 
avail themselves of them.
The Washington Presbytery holds and administers some funds 
for the aid of Presbyterian students.
THINGS TO BE REMEMBERED.
Crockery, towels, sheets, blankets, pillows, pillow-cases, and 
lamps must be supplied by students rooming in Clark Hall.
All persons who wish to enter the Department should first 
write to the Dean, and not come until they receive a reply- 
When they come, they should bring at least $30.
All students should be present at the beginning of the school 
year. Persons who are admitted after the beginning can only be 
special students until they have passed a satisfactory examina­
tion in what their class has been over. It should be bora in mind 
that it is well nigh impossible to take up a new language unless- 
one starts with the class.
NEEDS OF THE DEPARTMENT.
At present the Department has funds—
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Amounting to ................................................$55,768
For salaries—the Stone legacy....................  40,000*
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For Scholarships—the Pomeroy legacy . . . .  2,500
For Students Aid—the Dodge legacy.......... . 5,000
For General use—the Alumni fund.............. 268
The Toland fund ............................................. 8,000
The Toland fund is held by the Trustees of the Presbytery of 
Washington City, for the use of Presbyterian students, for the 
ministry.
As the Department receives no government aid, the need of ad­
ditional endowment is urgent so that the good work, which it 






R ev. JOHN GORDON, D.D., President.
University Hill.
ROBERT REYBURN, A.M., M.D., Dean,
Professor of Hygiene, Preventive Medicine, and Clinical Orthopedic Sur­
gery, 2129 F  Street, N. W.
CHARLES B. PURVIS, A.M., M.D., V ice Dean,
Professor of Obstetrics and Gynecology.
F. J. SHADD, A.M., M.D., Secretary and T reasurer,
Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics,
901 R Street, N. W.
NEIL F. GRAHAM, M.D.,
Emeritus Professor of the Principles and Practice of Surgery and Professor of
Physical Diagnosis,
909 New York Avenue, N. W.
DANIEL S. LAMB, A.M., M.D.,
Professor of Descriptive and Topographic Anatomy, and Demonstrator o f
Pathologic Anatomy,
“ Cumberland”  Flats, Thomas Circle.
WILLIAM H. SEAMAN, M.D.,
Professor of Chemistry and Toxicology, and Director of Chemic Laboratory,
1424 Eleventh Street, N. W.
JOHN E. BRACKETT, M.D.,
Professor of the Principles and Practice of Medicine and Clinical Medicine, 
1310 Rhode Island Avenue, N. W.
GEORGE N. PERRY, M.D.,
Professor of Pediatrics and Clinical Pediatrics,
1316 Q Street, N. W.
J. MELVIN LAMB, M.D., D.D.S.,
Professor of Physiology,
910 T Street, N. W.
E. A. BALLOCH, A.M., M.D.,
Professor of the Principles and Practice of Surgery and Clinical Surgery,
1013 Fifteenth Street, N. W.
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E. OLIVER BELT, M.D.,
Professor o f Ophthalmology and Otology, and Director of tho Eye and Ear
Clinic,
900 Seventeenth Street, N. W.
W. W. ALLEGER, M.D., Phar. D.,
Professor of Bacteriology; Director of Bacteriologic Laboratory,
143 U Street, N. W.
SAMUEL R. WATTS, M.D.,
Professor of Medical Jurisprudence and Clinical Medicine; Attending Physician,. 
Dispensary Clinic Freedmen’s Hospital,
1343 V Street, N. W.
COLLINS MARSHALL, M.D.,
Professor o f Pathology; Director of Pathologic Laoo’ atory,
2507 Pennsylvania Avenue, N. W.
HENRY A, ROBBINS, M.D.,
Professor o f Dermatology and Syphilology,
1750 M Street N. W.
WM. A. WARFIELD, M.D.,
Professor o f Abdominal Surgery; Surgeon in Charge Freedmen's Hospital.
PAUL BARTSCH, M.S.,
Professor o f Histology, Director o f Physiologic and Histologic Laboratories,
817 T Street, N. W.
NEIL D. GRAHAM, A.B., M.D.,
Assistant Professor o f Obstetrics and Gynecology, Lecturer on Embryology, 
992 Massachusetts Avenue.
W. P. HAY, M.S.,
Assistant Professor o f Physiology,
THE BERWYN.
CHARLES I. WEST, M.D.,
Lecturer on Topographic Anatomy,
924 M Street, N. W.
EDW’D D. WILLISTON, A.B., M.D.,
Clinical Lecturer on Gynecology,
1507 S Street, N. W.
JOHN W . MITCHELL, M.D., P har. D.,
Demonstrator o f Materia Medica and in charge of Pharmacal Laboratory* 
1516 New Jersey Avenue, N. W.
HERBERT CLAY SCURLOCK, A.B., M.D.,
Demonstrator of Material Medica and in charge of Pharmacal Laboratory,
447 S Street, N. W.
MICHEL O. DUMAS, M. D., Piiar . D.,
Clinical Assistant in Ophthalmology, etc.,
1800 L Street, N. W.
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ALBERT RIDGELEY, M.D.,




Assistant in Histology, and Experimental Physiology,
817 T Street, N. W.
WILLIAM C. McNEILL, M.D.,
Assistant in Pathology and Bacteriology,
1813 Vermont Avenue.
QUIZ MASTERS.
J. J. RICHARDSON, M.D.,
Clinical Lecturer on Diseases of the Throat and Nose,
1016 Fourteeenth Street.
WILLIAM A. JACK, M.D.,
Demonstrator of Practical Surgery,
501 New Jersey Avenue.
CARROLL A. BROOKS, M.D.,
Quiz Master in Physiology,
1150 Sixteenth Street.
AUSTIN CURTIS, A.B., M.D.,
Quiz Master in Surgery,
Thirteenth and U Streets.
WILLIAM H. HUGHES, M.D.,
Quiz Master in Practice,
Freedmen’s Hospital.
SIDNEY BEHREND, M.D.,
Clinical Assistant in Dermatology and Syphilology,
1737 Eighth Street.
DENTAL COLLEGE.
This College is a member of the National Association of Dental Faculties,
FACULTY:
R ev. JOHN GORDON, D.D., President.
ROBERT REYBURN, A.M., M.D., Dean,
Professor of Hygiene,
2129 F Street, N. W.
• ANDREW J. BROWN, D.D.S., V ice Dean,
Professor o f Operative Dentistry and Operative Technic,
1326 L Street, N. W .
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F. J. SHADD, A.M., M.D., Secretary and Treasurer,
Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics,
901 R Street, N. W.
H. PORTER DAVIS, D.D.S.,
Professor of Prosthetic Dentistry, Dental Metallurgy and Prosthetic Technic,
1912 Third Street, N. W.
CLARENCE H. HOWLAND, D.D.S.,
Professor of Special Dental Anatomy, and in charge of Dental Clinics,
825 Vermont Avenue, N. W.
WM. S. NAYLOR, D.D.S.,
Lecturer on Operative Technic,
1133 Twentieth Street, N. W.
C. SUMNER WORMLEY, D.D.S.,
Demonstrator in Chief to Professor of Operative Dentistry; in charge of Dental
Infirmary,
1531 Fourteenth Street
JAMES G. HASKELL, D.D.S.,
Demonstrator of Crown and Bridge Work; Lecturer on Prosthetic Technic,
808 New Jersey Avenue, N. W.
AMBROSE E. GASKIN, D.D.S.,
Assistant in Dental Infirmary,
1201 T Street, N. W.
MARK DAVIS, D.D.S.,
Demonstrator of Operative Technic,
937 New York Avenue, N, W.
DANIEL S. LAMB, A.M., M.D.,
Professor of Descriptive Anatomy, and Demonstrator of Pathologic Anatomy, 
The “ Cumberland" Flats, Thomas Circle.
WILLIAM H. SEAMAN, M.D.,
Professor of Chemistry, Toxicology, Metallurgy, and Director of Chemio
Laboratory,
1424 Eleventh Street, N. W.
J. MELVIN LAMB, M.D., D.D.S.,
Professor of Physiology,
910 T Street, N. W.
EDWARD A. BALLOCH, A.M., M.D.,
Professor of Oral Surgery,
1013 Fifteenth Street, N. W.
W. W. ALLEGER, M.D., Phar. D.,
Professor of Bacteriology and Director of Bacteriologic Laboratory,
143 U Street, N. W.
SAMUEL R. WATTS, M.D.,
Professor of Medical Jurisprudence,




Professor o f Histology and Director o f Physiologic and Histologic Laboratories,
817 T Street, N. W.
W. P. HAY, M.S.,
Assistant Professor of Physiology,
The Berwyn.
JOHN W. MITCHELL, M.D., P iiab . D., 
demonstrator of Materia Medica and in charge of Pharmacal Laboratory, 
1516 New Jersey Avenue, N. W.
HERBERT CLAY SCURLOCK, A.B., M.D.,
Demonstrator of Anatomy and Assistant in Chemistry,
447 S Street, N. W.
ALBERT RIDGELEY, M.D.,
Assistant Demonstrator of Anatomy,
1543 M Street.
ANNA BARTSCH, M.D.,
Assistant in Histology, and Eperi mental Physiology,
817 T Street, N. W.





R ev. JOHN GORDON, D.D., President.
ROBERT REYBURN, A.M., M.D., Dean,
2129 F  Street, N. W.
J. HERVE PURDY, Phar. D., V ice Dean ,
Professor of Pharmacy, and in charge o f Pharmaceutic Laboratory, 
2612 University Place, N. W.
F. J. SHADD, A.M., M.D., Secretary and T reasure*, 
Professor of Materia Medica and Therapeutics,
901 E  Strett, N. W.
ARTHUR B. BURROWS, P h ar . D.,
Professor of Theory and Practice of Pharmacy,
225 John Marshall Place.
ROBERT B. TYLER, M.D., P har. D.,
Demonstrator in Pharmacy,
1329 T Street, N. W.
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HARRY S. POPE, Ph ab . D.,
Demonstrator In Pharmacy,
Freedmen's Hospital.
WILLIAM H. SEAMAN, M.D.,
Professor o f Chemistry, Toxicology and Botany, and Director of Chemic
Laboratory,
1424 Eleventh Street, N. W.
W. W. ALLEGER, M.D., Ph ab . D.,
Professor o f Microscopy and Bacteriology; Director o f the Bacterlologic
Laboratory,
143 U Street.
JOHN W. MITCHELL, M.D., Phab. D.,
Demonstrator o f Materia Medica, and in charge of Pharmacal Laboratory, 
1516 New Jersey Avenue, N. W.
HERBERT CLAY SCURLOCK, A.B., M.D.,
Assistant in Chemistry and Urinalysis,
447 S Street, N. W.






















1. The lectures, recitations and practical work of the fresh­
man and sophomore classes of 1905-6 will be mainly during the 
<lay instead of the evening hours, as heretofore. Each succeeding 
year will add one more class in day work, until the entire course 
becomes a day course.
GENERAL ANNOUNCEMENT.
2. In conformity with the spirit of the organic law of the 
University, the Medical Department, including the Medical, Den­
tal, and Pharmaceutic Colleges, is open to all, without regard to 
sex or race, who are qualified by good moral character, proper age 
and suitable education.
3. The thirty-eighth annual session will begin October 2,1905, 
and continue seven months.
WASHINGTON CITY.
4. This city affords some peculiar facilities for the study of 
medicine and the allied branches.
5. There are several Libraries containing medical books, 
which may be consulted by students. That of the Surgeon Gen­
eral’s Office, Seventh and B Streets, S. W., contains 150,000 
works on medicine and the collateral sciences. The Library of 
Congress contains about 800,000 books, many of which are medi­
cal. The Patent Office Library also contains many books on medi­
cine and the allied arts and sciences. The reading rooms of these 
are open from 9 to 4.30 o’clock daily, except Sundays; those of 
the Library of Congress are open Sundays and evenings.
6. There are also Museums which are accessible to students. 
The Army Medical Museum, Seventh and B Streets, S. W., is the 
finest of the kind in the world. The specimens illustrate the dis­
eases and injuries of both civil and military life, normal anatomy, 
both human and comparative, and medical, surgical and trans­
portation appliances—in all about 25,000 specimens. Open daily, 
except Sundays, from 9 to 4.30 o’clock.
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7. The National Museum and Smithsonian Institution, situ­
ated in the Smithsonian grounds, B th e  largest and best*ollec­
tion in the country, illustrating the natural, IBences. The speci­
mens of Materia MeSat are <BG53ally* useful to medical and 
pharmaceutic students. Open daily, excepJfeundays, from 9 to 
4.30 o’clock.
8. The Museum of Hygiene, southwest corner of Eighteenth 
and G Streets, N. W., is under the charge of the Surgeon General 
of the Navy, and contains, as the names indicate, illustrations of 
sanitary science. Open daily, exceptBlundays, from 9 to 4.30 
o’clock.
9. The Agricultural Department contains a museum of the 
products of agricultureBthe Botanic Bardens a collection of 
plants of all countries, and the Patent Office Museum models of 
surgical appliances.
BOOMS AND BOARD.
10. The janitor keeps a list of places where rooms and board 
may be obtained at reasonable prices. Board may be had at the 
University dining hall at $9 per month; room in the University 
Building at |20 a medical year, including steam heat, students 
furnishing their own lights and bedclothing. For further in­
formation on this subject apply to Mr. Geo. H. Salford, Secretary 
of Howard University, Washington, D. C.
THE COLLEGE BUILDINGS.
11. The Le Droit street cars pass the college buildings, situ­
ated at Fifth and Pomeroy Streets. These buildings contain the 
lecture rooms, and anatomiBphysiologie. cliemic, histologiBbac- 
teriologic, pathologic, dental, pliarmacal and pharmaceutic lab­
oratories. These are wrell supplied with apparatus and materials 
for illustration. The number of Bcture rBms enables the Medi­
cal Department to give four different lectures simultaneously, 
facilitating methods of instruction adopted by leading medical 
colleges.
m a t r ic u l a t io n .
12. Matriculates in the Medical College, and the conditions 
are approximately the same for the Dental and PharmaButic 
Colleges, wrill be expected to present certificates of gold moral 
character signed by two reputable citizens pf their States; di­
plomas from high or normal school* academies orflolleges; or 
pass examinations in English grammar, composition, rhetoric, 
algebra through quadratic equations, plane geometry, Latin, ele­
mentary physics andBhemistry, general biology or botany and
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3»ology, and United States and general history. A candidate 
who-is Beficient in not more than two-flfthabf these subjects may 
be conditioned in these, but must;make up these conditions be­
fore admission to the sophomofe work.
g e a d u a t ig i^ H
KJ. Eligibility for graduation will depend not only upon the 
fulfillments^ the requirements set forth under the head of either 
Hollege of this Department, but also on the moral character of 
the student. The fjSulty reserves the right to r e j lt  a candidate 
for immoral conduct, especially repeated intoxication.
TO STUDENTS FROM THE BRITISH POSSESSIONS.
14. The Diplomas of the Medical Department of Howard Uni­
versity are accepted by Queen’s College, Kingston, Ontario, ad­
mitting to the Senior Course.
FOSTER ELY BRACKETT MEDICAL SCHOLARSHIP.
15. Dr. John E. Brackett has founded a medical scholarship 
in memory of his deceased son.
DENTAL AND PHARMACEUTIC SCHOLARSHIPS.
16. Dental and pharmaceutic scholarships are offered to grad­
uates of the Washington High School; the selection is based on 
merit.
FEES.
17. The College fees and cost of books, instruments, board, 
room, laundry and incidentals will hardly be less than |200 per 
session of about thirty weeks.
Matriculation fee............................................................................................ $5.00
Medical College, per term............................................................................  80.00'
Dental College, per term.........................   80.00
Pharmaceutic College, per term.............................................. ! _____. . . .  70.00-
Graduation fee . . . .  <............................................. .................................... 10.00 ■
For material used in dissection, $2 per part; paid to the Demonstrator. 
All Other fees are pa id 'to the Treasurer of the Faculty. Dr. Shadd, and 
are payable, half on registration, the other half on the first or the follow­
ing January.
LECTURES, RECITATIONS, BTC.
18. Instruction is given in this school by didactic and clinical 
lectures, recitations and practical exercises. Students will not 
be allowed to absent themselves from lectures and recitations 
without sjfficientE®use. They will also be required to attend 
upon the laboratory workftlinical lectures, and other practical 
ejgrcises of their respectiB years. Instructors will keep a re­
cord of attendance,Rid repeated absences will be reported to the 
Secretary of the F^cfflty. Jfrhe didactic lectures and recitations 
of the third and fourth years will take place, as heretofore, main-
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ly from 5.30 to 9.30 p. m.; the first and second year work will be 
day work. (See special notice.)
19. Examinations will be held in the several subjects from 
time to time, due notice- of wlffick ewff-be giijmfc The minimum 
passing mark * 7 5 . Absence from more than KA-fifth of a course 
will render a student ineligible for examina$bn. ® he hours of 
clinics are subject to change.
CURRICULUM.
20. The curriculum Comprises Anatomy, Physiology, Histol­
ogy, Materia Medica, Therapeutics, Electro-therapeutics, General 
Chemistry, Organic Chemistry, Toxicology, Obstetrics, Embry- 
ology, Practice of MMiuii3fcj3iSffifcyFMinor Surgery, Hygiene, 
Pathology, H^eitlBiUiiBiiSMiecolcBjBPediaMyaj^phthalmology, 
Otology, Dernufflatogfei Rhingpgy, Physical Diag­
nosis and Medical Jurisprudence.
21. StudenSg areirequired to attend fourjgourses of lectures 
in separate years, and pass a satisfactory examination in each 
branch of study, before becoming eligible for the degree of Doctor 
of Medicine. The subjects of study for Freshmen are Anatomy, 
Physiology, Histology, Materia Medica and General Chemistry. 
For Sophomores, Anatomy, Physiology, Therapeutics, Organic 
Chemistry, Toxicology, and Bacteriology. For Juniors, Topo­
graphic Anatomy, Hygiene, Obstetrics, Embryology, Practice of 
Medicine. Preventive Medicine, Electro-therapeutics, Urinalysis, 
Surgery and Pathology. For Seniors, Practice of Medicine, Phys­
ical Diagnosis, Surgery, Gynecology, Pediatrics, Ophthalmology, 
Otology, Medical Jurisprudence and other specialties. An ex­
amination will lie held at the end of gS-ch year on the studies of 
that year, and the student shall not be eligible to promotion to 
the succeeding year if he fails to make 75 per cent, in the major­
ity of the branches of the year for which he is examined. Stu­
dents who fail in the Spring examination for promotion, may be 
re-examined in the following September.
GRADUATION.
22. Candidates for the degree of Doctor of Medicine shall be 
at least twenty-one years of age and of good moral character; 
shall have attended the course of lectures, etc., above prescribed, 
at some regular medical college, the Senior eflirse at least being 
at this school. They shall pass the final exfijfflnations, and shall 
have paid their food in full. Students who have attended three 
■courses of littures in anotH-r school, affiliated with the A sv ia -  
tion of American MedicalMHlleges, may lx; examined for a de­
gree on completing’.ftieir final course at this siftol, and shall be 
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wliirh they have jiof previously Students examined for a
®"i{!1w‘ i who !•<*((• i\(» au average of loss than 73 j>er cont. iu Isith 
primary and advanced branches, may complete their examination 
in ail the other brooches and reieive recdil for those they satis­
factorily pass, Senior students who fail in their final examina­
tions must rejieat their senior studies, and also the primary 
hninelu-s in which they have failed.
KHKEOMKNV HOSPITAL, IilHPENSABY, ANO LYING-lN’ -A S Y L fM .
23. The Free<lmen's Hospital and Asylum, in the University 
grounds, is a general hospital of about 300 beds. It was institut­
ed for freedmen and refugee*, but for many years has received all 
classes of patients. During the year ending June 30, 1004, there 
were 3,224 in-patients and 6,081 out-patients, 484 surgical opera­
tions were jierfonued. and there were 100 births.
For further information or catalogues, address—
F. J. 8HADD, A. M., M. D..
Hec&etaby and T re.vsvkek of Medical Department,
901 R Street, X. W.
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Department o f Law.
FACULTY:
R ev . JOHN GORDON, D.D., P resident.
B. F. LEIGHTON, L.L.D.,
Dean o f  Law Department, Lecturer on the Law of Contract*. Constitutional
and Statutory Law.
ARTHUR A. BIRNEY, LL.B.,
(Late U. S. District Attorney.)
Lecturer on Pleading and Practice (at Law and Equity), Equity and Admir­
alty Jurisprudence.
W. H. RICHARDS, LL.B.,
Lecturer on Evidence, Personal Property and International Law; also Librarian. 
WM. H. H. HART, A.M., L.L.M.,
Lecturer on Torts, Crimes and Misdemeanors, Corporations and Criminal
Procedure.
GEORGE FRANCIS WILLIAMS, LL.M.,
Lecturer on Domestic Relations and Commercial Paper, and President of the
Blackstone Club.
MASON N. RICHARDSON, A.M., LL.B.,
Lecturer on Partnership. Sales, Insurance, Executors and Administrators, and 
Instructor in Pleading and Practice, and Judge of Moot Court.
THOMAS P. WOODWARD. LL.B.,
Lecturer on the Law of Real Property.
JAMES F. BUNDY, A.M., LL.M.,
Secretary and Treasurer.
T HIS Departmeut occupies its own building, No. 420 Fifth street N. w l  opposite the Courthouse. Classes meet at 
6.15 p. m.. each weekday from October 1 to May 25, with 
the exception of the usual holidays.
ADVANTAGES.
The climate of Washington is healthful and salubrious, and 
the expense of living as low as in any other city. The fact that 
Congress assembles here; that here the Supreme Court of the 
United States and the Court of Claims, with its special jurisdic­
tion. sit; that the various Executive Departments of the General
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Government are located here, should present to the thoughtful, 
ambitious law student cogent reasons for spending his school life 
in Washington.
Resides these special advantages, found nowhere else, the Su­
preme Court o f the District of Columbia is trying causes, civil 
and criminal, in accordance with the principles o f common law 
practice and procedure, most o f the year, and the Equity Court 
holds a term every month except August. To all these courts 
students have free access.
There is a good working law library connected with the de­
partment, containing the principal text-books and the most im­
portant o f the reports. The library is open to students during 
the school year, at suitable hours during the day and evening.
The Congressional Law Library o f upward of 50,000 volumes 
is open to the public twelve hours each day, thus furnishing gra­
tuitously to the student facilities for investigation and research 
unsurpassed.
ADMISSION.
All applicants for admission as students in the Law Depart­
ment, except such as are graduates of some recognized college or 
university, must pass a preliminary examination in the common 
English branches. Professor Richards will conduct such examin­
ation, and for that purpose will meet applicants on Mondays and 
Wednesdays during September.
The time spent in the acquisition o f a liberal general educa­
tion is not misspent, from a professional point of view, while 
without an ordinary English education and some mental train­
ing it is useless to enter upon the study of law.
The department is open to all, without distinction o f sex, race, 
or creed, who are over eighteen years o f age and possess the prop­
er gualifications.
Those desiring to become members o f the school should enter 
their names upon the register of students in the hands of the 
Secretary, at or before the oj>euing o f the academic year, from 
which registry the roll of students will be made up.
R esecting preliminary reading, some familiarity with Black- 
stone’s Commentaries and the Federal Constitution will be of 
grant, service.
A good law dictionary is almost indispensable. Bouvier or 
Anderson is recommended.
COURSE OF STUDY AND DEGREES.
The regular course for the degree of Bachelor of Laws covers a 
period of three years, and is divided into Junior, Middle, and 
Senior Sections.
The text-books expected to be used, subject to change, of 
which due notice will Ik* given, are as follows:
F ir s t  Y e a r .—Blackstone’s Commentaries; Tiedeman on Real 
Projierty, as far as the chapter on Trusts; Darlington’s Personal 
Property; Bishop on Contracts, enlarged edition; Daniel and 
Douglass’ Elements of the Law of Negotiable Instruments; 
American Cases on Contracts by Huffcutt and Woodruff, and 
Schouler on Domestic Relations; Hale on Torts; Clark on Crim­
inal Law.
M id d l e  Y e a r .—Andrew Stephen’s Pleading; Adams on Equity; 
Shepard’s Selected Cases in Equity; Clark’s Criminal Proce­
dure; Greenleaf’s Evidence, Vol. I ;  Tiedeman on Real Property, 
commencing with the chapter on Trusts; Wambaugh’s Study of 
Cases.
S e n io r  Y e a r .—Cooley’s Principles of Constitutional Law; 
Boyd's Constitutional Law Cases; Bateman’s Mercantile Law; 
Clark on Corporations; Burdick on Partnership; Burdick on 
Sales; Elliott on Insurance; and Greenleaf on Evidence, Vols. 
II and I I I ; Schouler’s Executors and Administrators; Wolsey on 
International Law.
Special lectures are given upon special subjects by eminent 
members of the legal profession frotn time to time, as the funds of 
the department warrant.
Tt is absolutely necessary for the proper mastery of the course 
of study prescribed that each student should own a complete set 
of the text-books named therein; failure of students so to do will- 
hinder their proper advancement and the mastery of the subjects 
discussed, and has, in the past, frequently prevented students 
from obtaining their degrees, either absolutely or within the time 
laid down in the curriculum.
COURTS AND CLUBS.
.1 Moot Court, under the supei-vision of Prof. Mason N. Rich­
ardson. sits weekly, and is made to resemble, as far possible, 
an ordinary court of common law and Equity juridiction. Cases 
are assigned to students on prepared^Htements of jActs, plead­
ing drawn and giWment had vqjLi tllfi legal proposijjjlins in­
volved. the same as in actual cases. Students thus obtain a bet­
ter practical knowledge of pleading and practice than can be ac-i 
quired in any way aside from the trial of actual causes.
A iilaehstone t'lub has ts-en organizM. and meets weekly for 
the discussion of legal questions drawn from leading cases. 
Questions to lie discussed are prepared by Dean Leighton.























juuprs, but meifib^Bof the otliei- clasps' generally participate in 
■the discussions.
Thus the stud|Mhas from his entrance upon his studies until 
he gets hisBBrees a constant driH in the discussion of legal ques­
tions and in forenB: debate.
There will be several written examinations during the year, in 
M d p ^ B  to which there will be a d f ly  oral examination of stu­
dents on topics previously assigned or discussed.
The general deportment of students, their attention to study, 
the accuracy and fullness of their answers to the daily examina­
tions, will he taken into account, in connection icith the written 
examinations, in determining the worthiness of applicants for 
degrees.
T u it io n  $30, payable semi-annually in advance. A matricula­
tion fee of $5 is charged by the university, payable by those who 
have never enrolled in any department. Fee for diploma at 
graduation, $5.
The department has no fund writh which to aid indigent stu­
dents. HowBer, it i ftMijlientTjTthe case that energetic, indus­
trious’ students succeed in securing emplo^Hn&tfff the varilhs 
boarding houses and hotels throughoutB K  city, by which they 
sipceed in working out their board and often net a little money 
bHi'des.
The cost of books for the first Kkr is about $30; for the second
H r ,  $20.
3,'lflhonl year, October I  to June 1.
FoBfurther informat^B apply to
^ B  AMES F. BUMIY, S e c r e t a r y ,
Office in Law 8phot$, Building,
:,20 Fifth Street, V. W., W a s h in g t o n ,  D . O .
R . F. LEIGHTON, D e a n ,
410 Fifth Street, N. W., Washington, D. C.
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College o f Arts and Sciences.
F A C U L T Y :
R ev . JOHN GORDON, D.D., P r e sid e n t .
Rev. F. W. FAIRFIELD, D.D.,
Dean and Professor of Greek and Political Economy.
ROBERT B. WARDER, A.M., B.S.. 
•Professor of Physics and Chemistry.
KELLY MILLER, A.M.,
Professor of Mathematics.
CHARLES C. COOK, B.L.,
Professor o f English Language and History.
Professor of Latin and Pedagogy.
WILLIAM P. HAY, M.S.,
Professor of Natural History.
R ev. GEORGE O. LITTLE, D.D.,
Professor of Ethics.
Miss ELIZABETH A. COOK,
Instructor in French and German.
G. M. CATHRELL, A.B.,
Assistant in Physics and Chemistry.
•In the absence of Prof. Warder on leave, the instruction in Physics and 
Chemistry for 1904—5 was given by Prof. H. C. Scurlock. of the Medical Faculty.
REQUIREMENTS FOR ADMISSION.
GRADUATES from the lB?paratory department of Howard University are admitted on Certificate. Graduates from 
other listed secondary schools may be admitted without 
examination, except that all such applicants will be examined in 
English. Applicants who come from secondary schools and de­
sire to be admitted without examination must present a trans­
script of their scholastic record during the four preceding years.
All applicants for admission to the Freshman Class must pre­
sent fifteen units. By. a unit of secondary work is meant a 
course of study o f one year’s duration, with recitations occur­
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ring at least four times a week. Fractional units, except in 
science, will not be accepted, nor will less than two units in an 
ancient language be allowed to count in the fulfilment o f entrance 
requirements. Applicants whose deficiencies do not exceed two 
units may be admitted by vote o f the Faculty; but at least one 
unit of such deficiency must be made up during the Freshman 
year, and all entrance conditions must be removed by the end of 
the Sophomore year.
Certificates of moral character are required and, from those 
who have studied elsewhere, evidence o f honorable dismission.
OUTLINE OF ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.
GROUP A. GROUP B. GROUP C.
E nglish ................. ....3 English ................... ..3 English ............... . . . .3
Mathematics........ . . . .3 Mathematics........... ..3 Mathematics........ . . . .3
Greek ................... ___ 2 Latin ....................... ..4 Latin, French or Ger-
Latin . . . . ; .......... ___4 French or German.. . .2 man .................. .. . . .2
Electives ............. -----3 Electives ................. ..3 Electives ............. , . . . .6
Physics ................. , . . .1
LIST OF ELECTIVES
History, Chemistry, Biology, Physical Geography, Freshman Mathe­
matics; subjects in any other group than the one selected.
The several groups marked A, B, C, are supposed to give the 
same amount and thoroughness of preparation, viz., a secondary 
education of four years' duration or its equivalent.
DEFINITION OF ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.
ENGLISH
The candidate for matriculation will be expected to know as 
much of the history of letters as is contained in a short Manual 
o f English Literature. Also he must be able to present at least 
ten standard English texts with evidence of understanding and 
appreciating them. Finally, he must be able to write orderly sen­
tences, paragraphed, with few errors in spelling or syntax, and to 
state and explain, if required, rules and principles o f English 
Grammar.
■ M ATHEM ATICS.
The three units iu Mathematics include High School Arith­
metic, Algebra through Quadratic Equations, and Plane Geom­
etry.
> GREEK.
Four books of Xenophon's Anabasis, three books of Homer’s 
Iliad, and Greek Prose Composition are required for the two 
units in Greek. In place of the Iliad, a corresponding amount of 
the Odyssey or the Anabasis or other Attic prose will be accepted.
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LATIN.
Tw o u n its  o f  L atin  in clu d e four books o f Caesar, or an equiva­
lent, w ith  L atin  P r o se  C om position, based on th e  te x t  read. F our  
u n its  include, in  ad d ition , s ix  orations o f  Cicero, in clu d in g th e  
M anilian Law , w ith  P rose C om position continued, and six  books 
o f V ir g il’s  A eneid, or an equivalent.
In  a ll other subjects, presented for entrance, as w ell a s in  
th ose particularized  above, ap p lican ts for adm ission m ust bear in 
m ind th a t a  u n it sta n d s fo r  a  year’s  work, w ith recitation s occur­
rin g n ot less  th an  fou r tim es a week.
O U T L IN E  O F COLLEGE CO UR SES.
GROUP A.











J Latin A or 
( History A  
J French A or C or 
( German A or C 
j  Physics A  or 




J French A or C or 
( German A or C 
Physics A 







( Physics B or 





J Latin Ev or 
( History B 
j  French B or D or 
I German B or D 
J Physics B or 








♦French A or C 
♦German A or C 
J Chemistry A or 




J Latin C or 
| History C 
J French C or E or 
| German C or E 
(Chemistry A or 
) Biology A or C
GROUP C.
English B English C
Mathematics B Mathematics C
f French B or D or J French C or E or
( German B or D )  German C or E 
Physics B Chemistry A or








♦French B or D 
♦German B or D 
J Chemistry B or 
| Biology B or D
English D 
Mathematics D 
1 Latin D or 
i History D 
J French D or F or 
I German D or F 
J Chemistry B or 
( Biology B or D
English D 
Mathematics D 
( French D or F or 
/ German D or F 
Chemistry B or 
Biology D or F




JUNIOR YEAR. SENIOR YEAR.
First Semester. Second Semester. First Semester.
Philosophy A 
♦English Litera-
Sture A Greek E Latin E
French A or C or 
German A or C 
History A  or C 
General Electives, 






French B or D or 
German B or D 
History B or D 
General Electives, 





French C or E or 
German C or E 
History C or E 
General Electives, 







3 to 6 hours, of 








3 to 6 hours, of 














3 to 6 hours
Political Science A 
Political Science C 
Sociology A 
General Electives, 
6 to 9 hours, of 









3 to 6 hours, of 










Chemistry C or E 
Biology G 
General Electives, 
9 to 12 hours, of 










Any subject, in any group, not previously taken. 
•Three subjects must be chosen from the bracketed list.
Second Semester. 
.♦English Litera- 
/  ture D 
\ Greek H 
4Latin H 
\ French D or F or 
I German D or F 
| History D or F 
\ General Electives, 
6 to 9 hours
Political Science B 
Political Science r  
Sociology B 
General Electives, 
6 to 9 hours
Chemistry C or E 
Biology H 
General Electives, 
9 to 12 hours, of 










Groups A, B, and C presuppose the same degree and thorough­
ness of preparation. Groups A  and B, and Group C when Latin  
is offered as part of adm ission requirements, lead to the degree 
of Bachelor of Arts. Group C, when it  does not include at least
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tw o units of Latin, leads to  the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
When Latin is not offered, Group C m ust include at least two  
un its of French and one of German, or tw o units of German and 
one of French.
By a un it of College work is m eant a course of study of one 
year’s duration with recitations occurring three tim es a week. 
N othing less than half un its w ill be counted. Twenty units con­
stitu te  the minimum requirement for graduation.
A s far as practicable recitations in all subjects occur three 
tim es a wreek. Each student shall carry not less than fifteen nor 
more than eighteen hours per week, unless by special Faculty  
action. Two hours of laboratory work count as one hour of reci­
tation. A student may be permitted to pursue not more than one 
subject (L atin  or Greek) in the Preparatory Department of 
H oward U niversity as an offset to  work in College, but five hours 
of such study shall count as equivalent to three hours of College 
work.
The school year is divided into tw o parts called Semesters. 
The grade of each student is recorded by Semesters. Grades are 
divided into s ix  classes, marked A, B, C, D, E, and F. A grade less 
than D counts as a failure. Any student who m aintains a general 
average not lower than C may be permitted during his Junior 
and Senior years to select a lim ited number of studies in any pro­
fessional department of Howard University, with a view to 
shortening his professional course; provided that such electives 
shall not exceed three hours a week for the Junior year nor six  
hours a week for the Senior year.
No course will be given which is not elected by at least three 
students.
Students who m aintain throughout the four years course a 
standing of Grade A are graduated “Summa Cum Laude;” those 
who sim ilarly maintain a standing of Grade B are graduated 
Magna Cum Laude;” while the maintenance of the standing of 
Grade C secures for one graduation “Cum Laude.”
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES.
ENGLISH COMPOSITION.
A and B.—Narration and Description. Weekly themes; reading from 
history, the Shakesperian, drama, etc.
C and D.—Exposition: Critical reading and analysis of essays and parts 
of treatises. Short themes and occasional longer ones.
E and F.— Argumentation: Analysis of historical and present questions. 
Preparation of brief and forensic. Oral debates in the class-room.
MATHEMATICS.
A. — Solid Geometry.
B. —Advanced Algebra.
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C. — Plane Trigonometry.
D. — Spherical Trigonometry.
E. —Analytical Geometry.




A. —Herodotus and Thucydides.
Boise and Freeman's Selections from Greek Authors.
B. —Xenophon's Memorabilia, Plato's Phaedo.
Boise and Freeman's Selections from Greek Authors.
C. -^-Plato's Apology and Crito— Orations of Lysias.
D. —Greek Orators.
E. —Greek Tragedy—Aeschylus, Sophocles, Euripides.
F. — Greek Tragedy—A continuation of Course E.
G. —Homer's Iliad and Odyssey. Open to Juniors and Seniors.
H. —Homer's Iliad and Odyssey—A  continuation of Course G.
LATIN.
A. —Cicero.—De Senectute and De Amicitia, with Latin Prose Composition,
based on the text.
B. —Livy,—Selections from Books I, XXI, and XXII.
C. —Horace,—Selections from Odes, Epodes, Satires and Epistles.
D. — Tacitus,—Germania and Agricola.
E. — Tacitus,—The Annals, Book I-IV. Open to Juniors and Seniors.
F. —Roman. Comedy,— Terence and Plautus. Open to Juniors and Seniors.
G. —Juvenal,—Selections from the Satires.
H. — Quintilian,—Selections from Books X  and XII.
FRENCH.
A and B.—Grammar: Edgren's French Grammar. Reading; Van Daell's 
Introduction to French Authors. Sight Translation; Bruno’s “Tour 
de la France."
C and D.—Syntax: Edgren’s French Grammar. Reading; Foncin’s "Pays 
de la France;" Victor Hugo’s “Notre Dame de Paris;”  Super's 
“Readings from French History;" Fortier's “Napoleon."
E and F.—Composition and Conversation; theme, France and Paris. 
Reading: Meditative Prose and Poetry, or French Drama.
Courses E and F will not be offered in 1905-6.
GERMAN.
A and B.—Grammar: Joynes’—Meissner German Grammar.
Reading: Joynes’ German Reader—Sight Translation.
C and D.—Grammar, continued—Reading: Keller—“Bilder aus der 
Deutschen Litteratur;” Heine’s “Harzreise;" Goethe’s “ Italieniscbe 
Reise."
E and F.—Composition—Reading: Vilmar’s “Nibelungen;"  Lessing’s
“Minna von Barnhelm;’’ Goethe’s “Hermann und Dorothea;” Sturm's 
“ Immensee."
HISTORY
A, B, C, and D.—These courses will not be offered in 1905-6.
E and F.—Medieval History and English History. Library study one day 
each week with formulation of results and reports to the instructor.
A three-hour course.
PHYSICS.
The work includes recitations, lectures and laboratory experi-
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ments (mostly quantitive); two hours of practical exercises be­
ing counted as equivalent to one recitation.
A. —Mechanics and Heat.
B. Sound, Light and Electricity.
C and D will include advanced work on the same topiqs or a selection of
CHEMISTRY.
Recitations, Lectures ana Laboratory Work.
A and B. An outline of Elementary Chemistry.
I C ar!d„ D*“ "’A mor® advanced course, including some quantitive work 
(especially volumetric), and some elements of organic Chemistry. Courses 
C and D will not be offered in 1905-6.




For the teaching o f these subjects the University has been 
provided with a laboratory equipped with all the apparatus 
needed for elementary work and certain special pieces for ad­
vanced studies. There is also a  museum containing large work­
ing collections of animal and vegetable preparations, minerals, 
rocks and fossils. There are also a number of anatomical plant 
and animal models and numerous wall charts, maps and dia­
grams. In addition to its own collection the University makes 
use of the extensive and systematically arranged collection of the 
Smithsonian Institution, National Museum, Fish Commission 
and Agricultural Department, all o f which are open for inspec­
tion by the students.
In Biology, laboratory work is the important part of the 
course; specimens are examined and dissected, drawings and 
written records made and results tabulated. Along with this 
exercise comes a certain amount o f text-book work, recitations 
and collateral reading, supplemented by occasional lectures.
A laboratory fee o f $1.00 per semester will be required from all 
students in the Biology courses and 50 cents per semester in the 
Geology courses. When it is regarded as necessary, a deposit of 
50 cents will be required, to cover the injury or loss o f  instru­
ments and specimens.
B iology.—A and B.—General Biology, two lectures and four hours of 
laboratory work weekly. An elementary course open to all students 
of the University. Typical forms of animals and plants are ex­
amined with reference to their anatomy and physiology, the design 
of the course being a study of their structure and functions rather 
than their systematic relations.
C and D.—Invertebrate Zoology.—Open to those who have completed 
courses A and B. Two lectures and four hours of laboratory work 
per week.




































G and H.— Verterbrate Zoology or Advanced Botany.—Open to students 
who have completed D or F.
Geology.— A and B.—An elementary course in Physiographic, Dynamic, 
Structural and Historical Geology.
ASTRONOMY.
A and B.—Descriptive and Mathematical.
ENGLISH BIBLE.
A and B.—The aim is to gain familiarity with the Bible itself, by induc­
tive study, rather than to pursue opinions about the Bible. Selections 
are made for special study, especially from the Gospels. One hour 
per week. j
PHILOSOPHY.
A. —Psychology.— James’ Briefer Course.
B. —Ethics.—Fairchild’s Moral Science.
C and D.— General H istory o f Philosophy.—Lectures, readings and theses 
— Text-books, Rogers’ History of Philosophy, Weber’s History of 
Philosophy. Through the year.
E and F.— This course will cover in successive years:
(a) British Philsophy from Bacon to Hume, (b) The Philosophy 
of Kant and his successors:— Fichte, Schelling, Hegel, Herbart and 
Schopenhauer, (c) The Philosophy of Herbert Spencer. Courses E 
and F are open only to those who have taken Courses C and D.
ECONOMICS
A. — Political Economy.— Walker’s Political Economy, Briefer Course.
B. —History of Currency and Banking. Not offered in 1905-6.
SOCIOLOGY.
A. — Small and Vincent’s Study of Society.
B. — Wright’s Practical Sociology.
POLITICAL SCIENCE.
A. —International Law. Lawrence’s.
B. —International Law— A continuation of Course A. Not offered in
1905-6.
C. —English Constitution—Macy’s.
D. — United States' Constitution— Andrews’.
ENGLISH LITERATURE.
A and B.—An historical outline. Chaucer. The Renaissance and Refor­
mation influences. Shakespeare and the great drama. Milton. The 
Queen Anne, Georgian and Victoria periods,
LOGIC
A. —Terms, propositions and syllogistic reasoning. A brief survey of
induction and the methods of the science.
B. —This course will not be offered in 1905-6.
PEDAGOGY AND HISTORY OF EDUCATION.
See announcements of Teachers’ College.
NATURAL THEOLOGY AND CHRISTIAN EVIDENCES.
One semester each in Senior year—Text-books: Valentine’s and
Hopkins.’
HEBREW.
A five hour course through the year, in the Theological Department.
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SPECIAL STUDENTS.
So far as may seem consistent with our regular classes, special 
students may be admitted for instruction in selected studies of 
the College Department. All applicants must give evidence of 
their ability to pursue the selected studies successfully.
THE SECOND DEGREE.
Graduates of the College of Arts and Science of Howard 
University, or graduates of other institutions whose under­
graduate course is equivalent to that required for the degree B. A. 
or B. S. in Howard University, may on approval by the faculty 
be enrolled as candidates for the Master's degree. The require­
ments for the degrees of M. A. and M. S. are as follows: — ,
(1) At least one years resident work at this University.
(2) The selection of a course of study of a homogeneous char­
acter and with a definite aim. The work may be done in any 
department of the University, provided that none of the studies 
is being offered for any other degree, and that at least half thq 
time is spent at the College of Arts and Sciences in advanced 
work along some one line.
(3) A satisfactory examination on the subject or subjects 
taken for tbtydegree.
(4) The presentation, not later than May 1st, of two type­
written or printed copies of a satisfactory dissertation on a sub­
ject approved by the faculty.
(5) The payment of a tuition fee of $25.00 per annum, with 
flO.OO additional for diploma.
THE H. A. BROWN PRIZE.
By the liberality of Mr. H. A. Brown, an alumnus, a gold 
medal is annually contended for by disputants selected by the 
Alpha Phi- Literary Socjjty.
A Matriculation Fee of $5.00 isBbarged by the University, 
payable by those who have never enrolled in any Department.
Tuition $10 per annum, payable semi-annually in advance.





Rev. JOHN GORDON, D.D., President.
R ev. LEWIS B. MOORE, PH.D., Dean ,
Professor of General Pedagogy and Instructor in Philosophy.
Miss HARRIET CABLE FRIESE,
Instructor in Kindergarten Theory and Practice.
Miss LOTTIE ATWOOD, A. B.,
Instructor in English and History.
Miss ANNIE R. TAYLOR,
Assistant in Training Schools.
Mbs. H. Q. BRANCH,
Miss ALICE P. BARLOW,
Assistants in Training Schools.
W. A. JOINER, B.S.,
Supervisor of Training Schools and Instructor in Geography.
HARRY B. BRADFORD,
University Instructor in Drawing.
Mrs. M. A. BARRINGTON,
Instructor in Elwutlon.
GENERAL STATEMENT.
T HE TEACHERS’ COLLEGE is the Pedagogical Department- of Howard University for the study of educational science 
and the training of teachers. The purpose of this Depart­
ment is to afford opportunity, both theoretical and practical, for 
the training of teachers of both sexes for Kindergartens, ele­
mentary and secondary schools; and to help by instruction and 
direction those who desire to pursue studies and investigations 
in the science of education.
It has been organized by the Trustees to meet the demand for a 
high grade college of education in which students may get spe­
cial instruction in the newer branches and methods required by
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progressive schools. It is the purpose of the Trustees to so en­
large the scope of the Teacher's College that iMn and women de­
siring to become teachers may find herd opportunity not before 
so easily accessible, and that tie- colored people in all sections 
may look here for well trained teachers in every grade of edn& 
cation.
The curriculum of the school is clearly diffAntiated into 
Courses of two distinct kinds, professional and scholastic. The 
professional Courses aim at a thorough training in educational 
theory and practice. The scholastw courses aim to advance the 
scholarship and perfect the skill of the student in the subjects 
required to be taught.
The course in the science o f education furnishes a clear classi­
fication of educational problems and familiarizes the student 
with the best literature bearing upon them.
The course in the art of teaching is divided into three parts; 
first, observation of good teaching; second, actual teaching in 
the school of practice; and third, special training in the princi­
ples and methods of organization, discipline and instruction. 
Opportunity for actual teaching is provided in the schB®>f prac­
tice now established in connection with the Teachers’ College. 
Parallel with this work is a course whose purpose is to deduce 
and emphasize principles fundamental for educational theory, 
and to indicate the application of these principles to the actual 
work of teaching.
SCOPE OF WORK.
t h r e e  <'ornsic,s o r s t c u y  are  offered  b y  t h i^ ^ H h e r s ’ ^ H leuk.
(1) A Philosophical Course inclHling £^Bllfliate|Jourse of 
two years followed by two^Brrs of profHsional work for the 
training of teachers for high Hhools, Ha demies and normal 
schools leading tith e  degree of Ph. B. or Pd. It.
(2) A Pedagogical Cajirse of two yeare, after high scliHl 
graduation, for the training of teachers of primary and grammar 
schfflSls and leading to the elementary teacher's diploiH.
(,'{) A Kindergarten Training Course of two year's leading to 
the Kindergarten diploma, followed by an additional Course of 
one year leading to a Kindergarten Director’s diploma.
REIP'IrH i EXTS for ADMISSION.
The requirements for admission in the case of pupils contem­
plating graduating from any of the Courses are as follows: Ap­
plicants mirst have a general education equivalent to that given 
in the public high school courses of four years or they must pass
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satisfactory written and oral examinations. Persons not grad­
uates from colleges, normal iiboolspor approved high or prepara­
tory schools, must give evidence of proficiency in the following 
subjects:—
Arithmetic, Algebra®Plane Geometry, Grammar, Rhetoric, 
English Classics, General and Physical Geography, American 
History, Physiology' and Hygiene, Elementary Physics, and other 
subjects usually given in a high-school course of four years.
Students must present certificates of good moral character, 
and their work must evince such personal fitness and moral earn­
estness and devotion as will insure efficiency in the work for 
which this Department of the University stands.
Graduates of an approved institution of learning, a college, 
normal school H r the equivalent of one of these, who present sat­
isfactory evid^H  of a good degree of professional ability, may 
become candidates for a degree in PeBgogy or Philosophy.
Applicants for admission to any lijBial B urse must satisfy 
the instructor that their previous training has been such as to 
enubB them to iHpfc by the instruction given.
COURSES OF STUDY.
I. FOR T E A C H lB  IN SECONDARY SCHOOLS.
(1 )  COLLEGIATE COURSE.
The Collegiate Course in the Teachers’ College is provided for 
the purpose of giving students an academic foundation for their 
nnfflfrgHria] Ha in ing for teaching. The instruction given is of 
college grade, collateral with that given in the freshman and so­
phomore years of other colleges; but the method of presenlalion 
isBflrticularly adapted to those who intend to become teachers. 
Students in the CuBgiate Course are required to take work dur­
ing the freshman and sopliftaorHears amounting to at least fif­
teen hours per term throughout the two years.
In tile Vmrses offered by the Teachers’ College no attempt is 
made to duplicate work done in other Departments of the Uni­
versity except so far as it may be necessary to provide for the 
specific needs of th^HpreiHang to become professional teachers. 
According to the vote of the Trustees, the whole ecpiipment of 
the University is open to students of the Teachers’ College. Thq 
classes of the College of Arts and Sciences and the Teachers’ 
College usually recite together in the physical and biological sci­




English .....................................   3 hours
Mathematics.................................  3 hours
History and C iv ics ..............................................................................3 hours
Physics......................................................  3 hours
History of Education.—National System s......................................2 hours










English Literature and Language...................................................3 hours
* Chemistry.............................................................................................3 hours
Philosophy—Psychology...............  3 hours
Music, Drawing, Manual Training.....................................   I hour








The following Courses of two years are provided for those who 
have successfully completed the freshman and sophomore years 
in the Teachers’ College or two years in a College of Arts, or a 
scientific school of college rank. Students with such preparation, 
taking two additional years in the Teachers’ College, receive at 
the end of the Course a degree of Ph. B. or Pd. B.
In the Junior Year the student is expected to choose a princi­
pal subject for specialization which shall be known as a “Major.” 
In this he is expected to show a high degree of proficiency.
JUNIOR YEAR.
P rescribed.— ( 11 h o u rs ) :
History and Principles of E ducation..:.........................................3 hours
National Systems of Education........................................................ 1 hour
Advanced Psychology...........................................................................2 hours
E nglish ...................................................  3 hours
Manual Training, Drawing and Music............................................. 2 hours










P rescribed.— ( 8 h o u r s ) :
Philosophy (History o f ) .................................................   2 hours
Seminar in Education................     1 hour
Teaching......................................    2 hours
Ethics, L o g ic ..................................................................................... 3 hours
E lective.— (7-10 h o u r s ) :
English Language and Literature.





II. FOR TEACHING IN ELEMENTARY SCHOOLS. 
FRESHMAN y e a r .
History of Education as History of Civilization.................................2 hours
Elementary Psychology and General Pedagogy.. t............................................2 hours
English Composition and Rhetoric......................................................2 hours
Biological Nature Study.........................     3 hours
Mathematics..........................................................................................3 hours
Manual Training and Drawing.............................................................. 2 hours
English Literature.....................................................  2 hours
SOPHOMORE YEAR.
Ethics and L og ic................................................................................................. 2 hours
Psychology and Child Study............................................................................. 2 hours
Special Pedagogy................................................................................................2 hours
American History, Civil Government and Geography.................................3 hours
English, Language and Literature.................................................................. 3  hours
Teaching and Professional Reviews.............................................-  .3 hours
Biological Nature S tu dy .................................................................... ‘ .2 hours
English Bible, Elocution and Music throughout the course.
POST-GRADUATE YEAR.
This year is offered to those who, though preparing to teach in 
the elementary schools, desire to  attain greater proficiency in 
Scholastic and Professional studies. Selection is made from the
following subjects:
Pedagogy .................\ ............................................................................ 2 hours
Teaching................................................................................................2 hours
Mathematics ........................................................................................... 3 hours
Biological Nature Study ............   3 hours
H istory................................................................................. ...................2 hours
Manual Training..............  3 hours
Professional R eview s..............    3 hours
III. FOR TEACHING IN KINDERGARTENS.
The definite aim of these Courses is to prepare young women to 
take charge o f Kindergartens, and to conduct them in accord 
with the highest educational standards.
The Kindergarten is based upon the systematic study of child 
nature.
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It studies the child’s instincts, sees upon what they, are based, 
and thus finds the natural way to employ his activities.
FSuHMAN YKAM.'rt]
Prescribed.— (14 h ou rs):
Elements of Psychology and Educational P sychology.............. 3 points
Child S tu d y ........................................................................................S S m oin ts
Kindergarten Gifts and Occupations.................................................4 points
Kindergarten Songs and G a m es...................................................... .2 points
Froebel’s Mother Play and Nursery S o n g s ............................ 2 points
Kindergarten Stories............................................................................... 1 point
Elo(g|jp®n and Mu^ic-^Sight S in g in g .............................................. 2 points
E lective.— (2-4 h ou rs):
Election is made from studies recommended for primary and grammar 
grade teachers, special prominence being given to English and
Nature Study.
3BjB>HOMORE YEAR.
Prescribed.—  (12 h ou rs):
History and Principles 6f Education................................................ 2 points
Modern Educasten T M ory .................................................................. 2 points
Froebel’s Mother Play and Nursery Songs.................................. . .2 points
Theory and Practice of Kindergarten T each in g.......................... 6 points
ELECTivE.-ljfflfl’ h o u r f lf ji .
As recommended for primary and grammar grade teacjBrs, special 
prominence being given to English and Nature Study.
SPECIAL COURSE FOR COLLEGE GRADUATES.
The aim of this Course is to offer graduatH who piftent sjflis- 
factory evidence of a good degree of training and natural at>iliiM 
opportunity forfflpigHal study and i^Mirch in the Science and 
Art of Education. It is ifflt HHnded that this ( bourse shall con­
sist simply o f a review of subjH-ts taught in secondary schooH 
but its aim is to give the,pupil a comprehensive yet firm grasp 
of the present day pi[jB)l®s of PsycholMy and Pedagogy with 
opportunity for teaching under skilful supervision. GrHuafes 
of colleges, universities, normal schools, or the equivalent of 
these, may selecfj'with tlie approval of thefflHulty. from thBcur- 
riculum of study,*a Course which may be' comjfletW in jK^Bear. 
Upon com plying this Course sucfifcsfully andrthowing ability 
to instrucW{iJKj£ nisbage puprfl jlMKraiy tffig* will reK Se diplo­
mas carrying with them the degreJgof Bachelor of P^aa'gogj'gbr 
Bachelor of Philosophy.
Special Courses in Pedagogy, Psychology, Ethics and Philoso­
phy of Education may be taken by persons of sufficient advance- 
ment without regard to diploma or degree.
SUMMER SpH^aiL.
The second session of the Summer School will be held during 
the month of July, li>05. Dean Lewis B. Moore will be Director,
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ami inquiring jfegaji^ftig this School should be addressed to him. 
TheSfflJfuageLtont ofybj® School will be vested in a Board com­
posed of the President of the University, Dean Moore' of the 
Teachers’ College, Mrs. Ida G. Myers, Assistant Superintendent 
of Schools, Washington, D. C., and Director F. C. Whitcomb, of 
the School of Manual Arts. Associated with these will be elevem 
other competent instructors. The'fee for this school will be Five 
Dollars, the usSjpl matricuJawim fee of the University. Boom 
and board will be furnished,Yio faftvoWhe dormitories of the Uni­
versity provider^commodations, for fifteen  Dollars for the 
month. This does not include--»$&85iB sheets, blankets, pillows 
and piW>w cases, which must be supplied by the students. As the 
capacity of the dormitories is limited it will be necessary for 
those desiring to secure lodging upon the campus to apply early. 
In this way a student can spend a month at the National Capital 
and enjoy all the advantages o f this School for Twenty Dollars.
S Y N fr® S  OF COUKSES.
PSYCHOLOGY AND PEDAGOGY
(1) The Elements of Psychology.— The purpose o f this Course 
ft to learn thefirocesses and laws of mental development; and to 
■BEerstand the mSivgi and f<&5»Sthat give rise to human ac­
tivity and conduct. The course is introductory in character and 
is intended as a general introduction to more advanced courses 
in PsBhology and K;dagogy. rjthe text-book used is Halleck’s 
Psychology with references to James*! Sully’s and Baldwin’s 
Pttchologies.
i - l  .tdccufi® PsySwlogy.—-This Course takes up more in de­
tail the fundamental problems of Psychology as related to the 
(SevelfflWeiiSJsJVtft^Mtftion. A review is madjijof the results of 
Physiological Psychology, the structure and functions of the 
Mgrjjtnis OT'stbrB-'neing carelrii ly studjPffi This is followed by a 
study of the higher processes^ considered retrospectively and 
more ■fejifiilaiij»yas to their «p|j¥*|ptive basis.
13) Child Study.—This Course studies the nature and de­
velopment of tPtd mind during youth and adolescence with special 
reference of thew-bteaning-aof thA&yfaclw tMtke teacher. The 
methods of studying children in the school room and the results 
already attaftw frowjffimntific efforts inPfthis line are brought 
forward and the most important literature on the subject is re­
ferred to and reviewed.
it) Eixtoii/ of EdfhSjfon.Et Iie design of this Course is to 
develop in the student breadth of view by treating the History of 
Education as a vital part of the History of Civilization. It cov­
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ers the periods of educational thought and practice from the 
Greeks to the death of Frederick Froebel.
(5) History of Education in America.—A study of the evolu­
tion of the public school systems in the United States. The 
Course will include such subjects as the BlonHl and revolution­
ary poriodsfijthe development of a few of the typical State and 
city systems, the various types of schools, the public, private and 
denominational forces at work in the educational life of the na­
tion, the growth of secondary, higheiEand industrial educationj 
with the discussion of the present & n d m » s  in American edu­
cation.
(6) General Pedagogy.— The aim of this Course is to give be­
ginners a clear conception of education as a science; to show the 
relation of this science to Biology, Logic, Psychology, Ethics and 
Sociology: to make out the principal educational problems that 
center about the child, teacherJ’anBeducative material; and to 
furnish a key to further and more advanced study of pedagogy in 
general.
Among topics for special study are: Comparative value of stu­
dies, correlation, interest, appMfepticK, concentration, will-train­
ing and the relation of studies to character development.
(7) Special Pedagogy and Methods of Teaching.—This Course 
considers the methods of thewstudies of the common schools: (a) 
Reading and Literature in the- grades, materials and methods; 
(b) Language, Grammar, and EnglishfCompositionjBH Object 
Lessons and Nature Study; (d ) Geography and History; (e) 
Arithmetic (mental and written) ; ( f ) DrawingJJjWriting, and 
Music; (g) Spelling with diacritical marking. Students may be 
required to give illustrative lessons before the teachers and stu­
dents in any of the above mentioned branches.
(8) Practice Teaching and Methods.—The Trustees maintain 
a practice school which is designed to give careful and liberal 
training in the art of teaching in the grades. Students are ap­
pointed to give instruction for at least one whole term during 
their course.
In addition to teaching, students will meet tlie supervisor twice 
each week to receive instruction in methods of teaching, and 
directions on general work of the practifif school.
The work o f teaching is carefully supervised by the critic 
teacher. Each teacher of a class is required to write out the 
plans of recitation in advance. These plans a$^B|*lytexuiHned 
bv the critic teacher and, when necessary, dB?qgi@ with the 
class teacher and revised. The instruction itself is also ob­
served by the critic teacher, and helpful criticisms are given in
5G
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private*. Each pupil tflcher is held x*esponsible for the control 
and management as well as for the instruction of the class. He 
i f ^ x H e d  to develop skill and p^wer in the management and in­
struct ion of thewass as a whole and at the same time to adapt 
the work to the ability and disposition of each pupil.
^ ■ j  School Management and School Hygiene.—This Course 
aims to giW training in the general principles of school economy 
with special lectures on school and personal hygiene as applied to 
both teacher and pupils. Among the subjects taken up are:
I. ORGANIZATION.
1. Programs and Text-b&oks.
2. Opening Exercises, Recess, Dismissal, Assignment of lessons.
3. Records and Reports. Methods of Keeping Rolls, Marking, Holding
Examinations. Reports to Parents (Delinquents, Absentees, Tar­
diness.)
II. INSTRUCTION.
4. The Recitation Period vs. the Instruction Period.
6. (a) Method in the Instruction Period. /
(b) Method in conducting Recitation.
m . DISCIPLINE.
€. Environment. Surroundings and C U n g s  of School Rooms.
7. Heating, Ventilation, Lighting, Seating.
3. Methods of D iscip liS  Incentives.
(10) Philosophy of Education.—Lectures, reading and dis­
cussions. This Course is devoted to a critical study o f Rosen- 
krantz’s “ Philosophy of Education” and Harris’ “Psychological 
Foundations of Education.”  The nature, form and elements of 
education are discussed together with modern educational prob­
lems and theories.
H flO a) History of philosophy.— General surrey of Ancient, 
MediseMl and Modem Philosophy, from the Greeks to Herbert 
iSpenl™ These are the same bourses as those offered to students 
in Bbllege o f Arts andflR-iences.
(11) Ethics and Logic.—The work in Ethics ig based upon 
Melj'unil's “ The Making of ■haraqteil’ with reference to McKen- 
sie's “Ethics.”
The jvork in LogiH is based upon Shaffer’s “Thinking and 
^Hirning Hqw to Think,■andyKvon’s ftogic.r?^
1 12) J-Jnglixh.— Rhetoric and Coiiiijflitfflia.- one-half year; the 
paragraph,>tJnH^.'ESher^BM^ind Emphasis in then- relation to 
description and the narration of incidents. One-half year is given 
to exposition and narration; good usage and rhetorical princi­
ples in the structure o f the sentence; good usage in the choice of 
words.
(13). Literature.— Shakespeare: One-half year: Romeo and 
Juliet andftlecjed  comedies. One-half year: Macbeth, Hamlet, 
King Lear., The Tempest and Richard II.
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(14) Literature.—Nineteenth Century Poetry: One-half year 
E-The culmination of the Romantic Movement in Wordsworth,] 
Coleridge, Byron, Scott, Keats, and Shelly; their themes and 
Artistic Methods. One-half year— Tennyson, Browning, Matthew 
Arnold, and Clough; their Artistic Method and their relation to 
the thought and feeling of their time.
(15) English.—The Folk S tory: Fable, Fairy tale, Myth and 
popular Romance beginning with collections of the East and 
Coming down to Western literature of to-day.
(10) Geography.— A General Geography with laboratory work 
and collateral reading. This will be principally a study of con­
ditions with their causes and effects.
(17) Physiography— A study of the origin, classification and 
distribution of land forms, with a treatment of the common types 
in their relation to life. Davis' Physical Geography is used as a 
text-book.
(18) History.— Develfaiment of Mediseval and Modern civili­
zation. The Roman Empire at the beginning of the 4th century; 
organization and growth of the church to the time of Constan­
tin#! thJHp’ganiattion and civilization of the early Germans; 
their fusion with the Romans; the Rise of the Papacy and the 
restoration o f the Roman Empire'; Feudalism; the Church and 
the*(State in the Middle A ges; the Cnisades and the rise of 
Cities; the growth o f the Nationalists; the Renaissance; the 
Reformation and its results.
(19) Histofy^gp^^KH iited States.— A study of the colonies; 
struggle between France and England for the control of the Con­
tinent; the separation from England and the formation of a fed­
eral government: the rise o f parties and triumph of democratic 
ideas; final sepgrsBon from Europe through war, 1812; the in­
dustrial revolution and the westward expansion of the nation; 
the politjjtial and social, economic and industrial problems of 
the nation at the present time.
($) )  Mathematice.—(Seometry, Algebra ,^md TrBmomeHy. 
(a) Solid and Spherifil Geometry as presented in the standard 
college text-books. D ) Algebra. £») Tifjbiloffietry.
(21) Biology.— Genei JKBiolog)^ The work in Biology is the 
same as that offered in the College of Arts under Biology A. B. 
C, D, and is intendeJBtoBovei^Hneral Biology, /oology, Botany, 
Physiology and Hygiene.
■V (22) Physics and Chemistry.— The work in Physics and Chem­
istry is the same ijs' that offered in the ColleBBof Arts covering 





















(22) Manual Training.— In providing Courses in Manual 
Training in the Teacher's College, the Trustees and Faculty be­
lieve that through them teachers will be rendered more efficient in 
the school room and more helpful to the community. The pur­
pose will be to so correlate academic and industrial work as to 
produce practical efficiency and power. The Courses will cover 
(a) card-board and wood-work for elementary grades; Venetian 
iron work for grades 4 to 6; wood-work for high schools; (b) 
raffia, weaving and hat making; (c) sewing and millinery. This 
Course is to be accompanied by a Coui-se on the Theory of Manual 
Training.
(24) Kindergarten.— Theory and Practice. The purpose of 
the courses in Kindergarten Theory and Practice is to offer 
thorough courses in the gifts and occupations including a techni­
cal mastery of Kindergarten materials as well as a study of their 
educational value and their place in Froebel’s scheme; the songs 
and games give a thorough knowledge of Froebel’s interpretation 
of child nature. The mother play, the nursery songs and stories 
go to the heart of Froebel's Philosophy and A rt; the Literature 
of folk and fairy stories, fables and poems for children is 
thoroughly reviewed. In the Senior year pupils are' given oppor­
tunity for practical work in the Kindergarten. The Washington 
Board of Education maintain a model Kindergarten which sup­
plements the Course for practice work in the grades.
(25) Literary Exercises.—The Teacher's’ College maintains,
under the management of the pupils, with the aid and co-opera­
tion of the faculty, the "I ’estalozzi-Froebel Society,”  which meets 
weekly and gives opportunity for literary expression and inter­
pretation. The woi'k in elocution and music is thus broxight into 
practical use through the pupils own initiative fi'om week to 
week. ,
(26) Teachers' Professional Courses.—These Courses are a 
review of the work done in elementary and high schools and are 
provided for the purpose of pi'eparing pupils for the work they 
are to do in the schools by bringing to their minds afresh the act­
ual subjects they are to teach and showing how they are to be 
correlated in the school-room.
E x p e n s e s  A Mati'iculation Fee of $5.00 is chai'ged by the 
University for each new student, and when once paid is not 
collected a second time.
T u it i o n  :—$10.00 per annum, payable semi-annually in ad­
vance.






R ev. JOHN GORDON, D.D., President. 
GEORGE WILLIAM COOK, A.M., LL.M, 
Dean, and Professor of Civics and Commercial Daw.
MARY ANNETTE ANDERSON, B.S., 
Instructor in English and History,
WALTER L. SMITH, B.S.,
Instructor in Mathematics.
CORA E. DORSEY,
Instructor in Shorthand and Typewriting.
This Department now offers curriculum in Economics, Politic­
al Science, Business and Industries, correlated with and supple­
mented by Courses in Mathematics, History, Science and Lan­
guages, and adapted to produce broad and progressive business 
men.
PURPOSE.
The main purpose o f the Commercial Department is, to give a 
Course as practical as possible by presenting the technical and 
trade conditions which determine the success or failure of the 
extractive industries, as Agriculture, Horticulture, Fisheries and 
Mining, and to instill or arouse determination to aim at some­
thing definite, to stimulate along the lines of business and an 
opportunity to get the best a school can give as a foundation, 
to fit for both making and accepting, opportunity, thereby laying 
an educational foundation for trade and industry—the sure way 
to prosperity either national, or individual.
Etfort will be made to develope taste for the production of raw 
material when nature alone offers opportunity.
Attention will be called to developnuent of natural resources in 
already occupied districts, to great industrial ventures, com­
mercial enterprises and resultant wealth, knowledge of Nature’s 
bounties and their special location and methods of turning them 
to the benefit of mankind.
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Two distinct courses are included in the curriculum of the. 
Commercial Department—one of three years and one of four 
years. The latter leading to the degree of Bachelor of Science. 
Students having completed the first three years of the course will 
receive certificates.
ADVANTAGES.
Howard University is well situated with respect to the general 
government for advantages of study in commercial lines. 
Through courtesies of government officials access may be had to 
original information in the following bureaus and departments 
of the United States government:
State Department: Bureau of Foreign Markets.
Department of Commerce and Labor: Bureau of Statistics for U. S.
Bureau of American Republics.
Treasury Department: Bureau of the Mint, Comptroller of the Cur­
rency, Division of Customs, Secretary’s Office.
War Department: Bureau of Insular Affairs, Philippine Commission.
Department of the Interior: Patent Office, General Land Office, Com­
missioner of Railroads, and Inter-State Commission.
Department of Agriculture: Division of Statistics, Division of Publica­
tions.
Public documents and libraries in special lines of work may be 
consulted without additional cost to the student.
ADMISSION.
Graduates from the Preparatory Department of Howard Uni­
versity are admitted without examination. Other candidates 
may be admitted by vote of the faculty on showing that they have 
passed a preparatory course embracing as broad a scope as that 
of the Preparatory Course of Howard University, and that they 
are qualified to pursue successfully all studies in the Course.
Those entering advanced classes must pass examination in 
the studies already pursued by such classes. Certificates of 
moral character are required, and, from those who have studied 
elsewhere, Evidence of honorable dismission.
All candidates for admission to any Course must submit to a 
test as to their ability to write the English language correctly.
ENGLISH.
The Course in English in this Department aims at giving the 
student such training as shall enable him to express his own 
thoughts with ease, clearness, and conciseness, as well as grasp 
quickly and accurately the spoken or written thought of another.
The Course embraces three years work, and is designed for pu- 
Lils who have completed courses in English Grammar, and have 
load at least two years drill in English Composition.
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The first rear's work is devoted to study of Composition and 
Rhetoric based on literary models. The studio method, which 
contains little theory and provides for much practice, is followed. 
The students are required to analyze selections from standard 
authors and to use them as models in the study of the different 
divisions of Composition; namely. Description, Narration, Ex­
position, and Argument.
Art and common life are also sources from which the student is 
expected to draw his theme material.
Special exercises in choice of words, sentence structure, and so 
forth, are given at the discretion of the instructor.
The second and third years of the course are devoted to Eng­
lish and American Literature, respectively. The aim is to give 
such instruction as shall be of greatest practical value to the 
student, enabling him to understand readily such allusions to 
authors and their works as one meets in the reading and conver­
sation of every day life, and to read with appreciation the best 
books.
Study of text-books is supplemented by lectures by the instruc­
tor and by library work.
ENGLISH HISTORY.
The subject will include the study of the following Periods:— 
England before the Norman Conquest, the Norman and Angevin 
Kings, The Growth of the Parliamentary Constitution, Lancaster, 
York, and Tudor, The Renaissance and the Reformation, The 
Puritan Revolution, The Political Revolution, The Rise of Cabi­
net Government, The Fall of the Whigs and the Rise of the New 
Toryism. The Conflict with Democracy, and the Growth of De­
mocracy. Attention is given to the physical features of the coun­
try, the characteristics of the people occupying the land at dif­
ferent times, and the industrial progress of the people, as well as 
to the narrative of political events.
Recitation is by topic with an occasional “ quiz.”  Written les­
sons are given from time to time, and the students are required 
to prepare papers on special topics.
AMERICAN HISTORY.
The subject will be presented in the form of Epochs; namely, 
Discoveries and Explorations, Period of Colonization, Period of 
Colonial Life, Revolutionary Period, Period of the Republic; care 
being taken to group the minor events about those prominent 
ones which form historic centers. /
The student will be required to study the relation of the histojry 
of the United States to that o f other nations, to trace the growth
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of American institutions, and to seek the causes and effects of 
those great events which form the nuclei of our history.
LAW AND GOVERNMENT.
COMMERCIAL LAW.
It is not the intention to give a complete training in this 
branch. That can be done only through a more extended and ex­
haustive study than that which is contemplated in this Course. 
It is designed to supply a pressing need of those entering into 
life’s activities, and will be treated in such a way as to give a 
student the practical knowledge of the requisites in business 
affairs to fit him for that position which will enable him le­
gally both to protect his own property rights, and to respect 
those of others.
The work wrill be pursued in an elementary manner under 
the following heads: General Principles of Law, Contracts, Ne­
gotiable Paper. Agency, Partnership, Corporations, Bailments, 
Sales, Copyright. Insurance. Real Estate Transfers.
. in t e r n a t io n a l  l a w .
The object of International Law in this Course is to acquaint 
the student, to a reasonable extent, with the phraseology and 
general principles recognized in the intercourse of nations, that 
they may to a degree appreciate the acknowledged rules and 
ethical basis of the relations between sovereign states.
GOVERNMENT.
Civil Government.—A more advanced study of the American 
Government, National, State, and Municipal. Three hours per 
week for one term. Required in third year and open to advanced 
special students. Taken in connection with American History.
DECLARATION OF INDEPENDENCE.
ARTICLES OF CONFEDERATION.
CONSTITUTION OF THE UNITED STATES.
(1 )  H istoric Introduction.
(a) Prior to the Declaration of Independence.
(b) From 1776 to 1787.
(c) The text of the Constitution.
(d) The rights intended to be secured.
( 2 )  Contents of th e  Constitution .
COMMERCIAL GEOGRAPHY.
This Course includes work on the development of commerce; 
great centres of production; relation of commerce to the growth
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of cities and nations; tlie raw products of the world with the 
manufactures, transportation and use of material. In fact, it 
presents a general survey of man’s uses of nature.
The current^atatistics of the more prominent staples such as 
cotton, sugar, corn, wheat and lumber are considered in the class­
room.
The collections of the United States Agricultural Department 
and Fish Commission are open for examination by the student.
The object of the Course is to give the training and knowledge 
that will be ofctoractical value in a business life, and lead to orig­
inal endeavor.
* PHYSICAL GEOGRAPHY.
The astronomical aspect of Geography is taken up briefly. 
This is followed by work in laboratory and field. Weather maps 
and other government publications are studied.
The museums and other public buildings in Washington pre­
sent exceptional advantages to the student of Geography.
PHYSIOLOGY.
This Course includes a review of the principles of Chemistry 
that illustrate physiological processes; the examination of some 
common animals and plants, that processes may be considered 
from a comparative standpoint; and the study of foods, sanita­
tion, and the effects of alcohol and narcotics.
The subject of hygiene jPj considered of great importance.
Laboratory work on the part of the pupils is required, experi­
ments and demonstrations preceding text-book study.
PHILOSOPHY AND ECONOMICS.
PSYCHOLOGY.
Psychology extends through one semester. The Course is de­
signed and arranged to present a complete outline of the sub­
ject of Mental Science in a treatment of the three phases of men­
tal activity— The Intellect, The Sensibility and The W illH
The Course is elementary in character.
POLITICAL SCIENCE AND ECONOMICS.
Political Economy.—An elementary course.
Text-book—Walker’s Political Economy. Briefer Course.




The system taught is the “Ben Pitman System,” endorsed by 
the Commissioners of Education as the “American System” on 
account* Of its popularity in America over all other systems.
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TYPEWRITING.
Tin* object of this Course is to give the pupils information 
about the mechanical points of the machine, a correct idea of the 
best system used and the best machines by operators, and so 
give briefly all instruction necessary to enable them to acquire a 
speed double that of a penman.
BOOK-KEEPING.
The purpose is to acquaint the student with systematic prin­
ciples of recording business transactions, and to familiarize him 
with ordinary business forms, as to books, and matters of ex­
change.
MATHEMATICS.
The following Courses in Mathematics are offered in the Com­
mercial Department:
Commercial Arithmetic.—Including United States Money, Denominate 
Numbers, Percentage, Profit and Loss, Storage, Trade Discount, Custom- 
House Business, Commission. Insurance, Taxes, Intelest, Stocks and 
Bonds, Partial Payments, Bank Discount, Equation of Accounts, Ratio, 
Proportion, Partnership.
Algebra.—Including Theory of Exponents, Logarithms, Ratio, Propor­
tion and Variation, Series, Choice, Binomial Theorem, Chance, Interest 
Formulas, Continued Fractions, Theory of Limits, Indeterminate Co­
efficients, Exponential Theorem, Differential Method, Theory of Numbers. 
Imaginary Numbers, Loci of Numbers. Equations in General.
Solid Geometry.—Including Plane and Solid Angles Polyhedrons, Cylin­
ders and Cones, the Sphere.
Plane Trigonometry.—Including Functions of Acute Angles, the Right 
Angle, Goniometry, Field Surveying.
BUREAU OF STATISTICS.
In the third year the class will resolve itself into a Bureau of 
Statistics—in a room supplied with statistical data and library 
upon which the student will apply his economical skill in work­
ing out practical problems in trade affairs and monetary condi­
tions, and charities and corrections.
The final reports of the pupils will be filed, after examination 
by the instructor. In this work it is intended to be practical* 
and not too abstract.
COMMERCIAL COURSE.
FRESHMAN YEAR.
First Semester—English Language, Mathematics, Physics, Bible, *German, 
♦Shorthand, ♦Typewriting, Bookkeeping:
Second Semester—English Language. Mathematics, Physics, Bookkeeping, 
Bible, ‘ German. ‘ Typewriting, ♦Shorthand.
SOPHOMORE YEAR.
First Semester—English Language, Commercial Law, Commercial Geogra­
phy, ♦German, ‘ Shorthand, ♦Typewriting.
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Second Semester—American Literature, Physiology, Psychology, ♦German, 
♦Shorthand, ♦Typewriting.
JUNIOR YEAR.
First Semester— English Literature, American History, Constitution of 
United States, Political Economy, Statistics, * Shorthand, ♦Type­
writing.
Second Semester—English Literature, Sociology and Field Work, Com­
mercial History, Banking Exercises, Elocution, ♦Shorthand, ♦Type­
writing.
SENIOR YEAR.
First Semester— International Law, Chemistry, Biology, Civics.
Second Semester—English History, Commercial History, Ethics, Theses— 
(a ) Transportation; (b ) Production; (c ) Tax Gathering; (d ) In­
surance.
SPE C IA L  LECTURES.
Special lectures on Production, Transportation, Banks and Banking, In­
surance, Tax Gathering, Manufacturing, Mining, Real Estate. Railroads, 
Canals, Stock Exchange, Journalism, etc.
Upon application to the Faculty, students may obtain permission to vary 
the Commercial Course to a limited extent, by electives or College, or Pro­
fessional grade.
Students must take at least fifteen hours work per week. Two hours 
laboratory work counts as one hour ol recitation. Typewriting is ranked 
as laboratory work.
E xpen ses .— A Matriculation Fee of $5.00 is charged by the University 
fo r  each new student, and when once paid is not collected a second time. 
T u ition .—$10.00 per annum, payable semi-annually in advance.
A fee will be charged those taking Book-Keeping and Typewriting, cov­
ering cost of materials used and not exceeding fifty cents. For further in­
form ation, address—
T he President, or 




School o f  M anual A rts.
Rev. JOHN GORDON. D.D.. P r e s id e n t .
FRED C. WHITCOMB B.S., D irector, 
Professor o f  Manual Training.
JOHN F. AKERS.
Instructor in Woodworking.
Mrs. ISABEL, HOWARD, 
Instructor in Sewing.
Miss FLORENCE A. HILL, 
Instructor in Domestic Art.
Miss ANNIE F. BURBANK, 
instructor in Domestic Science.
RALPH W. NORRIS,
Instructor in Printing.
HARRY B. BRADFORD, 
University Instructor in Drawing.
PROFESSIONAL COURSES FOR TEACH ERS.
GENERAL STATEMENT.
T 1IE School of Manual Arts furnishes complete and ade­quate training to those who wish to supervise the various 
lines of Manual Arts in Elementary, High and Normal 
Schools and Colleges; it prepares those who wish to become spe­
cial teachers of Manual Training, Domestic Art, Domestic Sci­
ence, Drawing and Design; and it provides courses which are 
helpful to all regular grade and kindergarten teachers. The 
courses are similar to those given in the Teachers* College of Co­
lumbia University, New York City, most of the professors and in­
structors having charge of the work being graduates of that insti­
tution.
EQUIPMENT FOR PRACTICAL WORK.
This Department has for its use a well-lighted and pleasant 
three-story building. A gas engine furnishes power for ma­
chinery.
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The woodworking room has been equipped with new single 
Manual Training benches, with rapid-acting vises. Turning 
lathes are to be installed for next year’s use. Individual and 
general tools are supplied. The two rooms used by the Domestic 
Art Classes are equipped with Sewing Machines and other suit­
able appliances for good work. The large Domestic Science room 
has recently been fitted up with a complete modern equipment 
for this work, including individual tables, lockers, gas-stoves, 
etc. Drawing classes are furnished proper equipment.
FEES.
The University matriculation fee of Five Dollars, payable but 
once, is charged each student who has never previously enrolled 
in the University. A  tuition fee of Ten Dollars, half payable on 
entrance, and the balance on the first of February, is charged all 
students. This tuition fee is reduced where only part of a year’s 
work is taken. A  small laboratory fee to cover cost of materials 
used is charged in most of the courses. This is payable at time of 
paying tuition. The charge for a Diploma and Degree is Five 
Dollars; for a Certificate, Two Dollars.
ENTRANCE REQUIREMENTS.
Candidates for a Certificate must have been graduated from the 
Preparatory Department of the University, or have done equiva­
lent work, and (2) all candidates for a degree must also present 
Collegiate work equivalent to that given in the first two years of 
the College of Arts and Sciences.
CERTIFICATES AND DEGREES.
(1) A  Certificate will be given on completion of any one of 
the professional courses of two years.
(2) The degree of Bachelor of Science will also be conferred 
by the University on those who complete two years of Collegiate 
work and any one of the two-years’ Professional courses.
COURSES OF STUDY.
A two-years’ Professional course means the completion of 
thirty points of work, fifteen each year. A  point of work means 
one hour of lecture or recitation work or two hours of laboratory 
or shop work each week during the year. Eighteen will be a 
maximum number of points permitted to be taken any one year.
The courses provide for thorough technical training, lectures, 
readings, recitations and investigations in each subject studied.
IJ For Teaching Manual Training in Elementary Schools.
First Year—15 points required. „
P rescribed—15 points:
Psychology ............................................................................  3  points
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English ..................... ..........................................................  3 points
Drawing 1—Freehand Drawing........................................  2 points
Manual Training 7—Study of Materials, Tools and
Methods ............................................................................. 1 point
Manual Training 6—Elementary Woodwork....................  2 points
Manual Training 1—Weaving, Basketry, etc....................  1 point
Manual Training 2—a Paper and Cardboard W ork...
b Clay Modelling and Pottery......... 1 point
Manual Training 4—Primary Woodwork........................  1 point
Manual, Training 5—Venetian Iron and Sheet Metal
Work ........................................................................   1 point
Elective—0-3 points.
Second Year—15 points required.
Prescribed—15 points:
History and Principles of Education.................................  3 points .
Education, 25—Theory and Practice of Teaching Man­
ual Training.......................................................................  3 points
Drawing 10~Mechanical Drawing.....................................  2 points
Manual Training 11—Advanced Woodwork...................... 3 points
Manual Training 17—Wood Carving................................. 2 points
Elective—2-5 points.
(Note.—Those who wish to prepare to teach Manual Training in pri­
mary grades only may, by special permission, substitute other related 
courses for Manual Training 11 and 27.)
II. For Teaching Manual Training in High Schools, Academies, Normal
Schools axnd Colleges.
First Year—15 points required.
P rescribed— 15 p o in ts :
Psychology ...........................................................................  3 points
English ..................................................................................  3 points
Drawing 10—Mechanical Drawing.....................................  2 points
Manual Training 7—Study of Materials, Tools and
Methods .............................................................................  1 point
Manual Training 11—Advanced Woodwork.......................  3 points
Manual Training 17—Wood Carving..............................  2 points
Manual Training 5—Venetian Iron and Sheet Metal 
Work ..................................................................................  1 point
Elective—0-3 points.
(Note.—Drawing 1 and Manual Training 6 are required of all students 
who do not present their equivalents at entrance.)
Second Year—15 points required.
P rescribed— 14 p o in ts :
History and Principles of Education................................... 3 points
Education 25—Theory and Practice of Teaching Man­
ual Training.......................................................................  3 points
Manual Training 13—Turning and Pattern Making___3 points
Manual Training 21—Cost and plans of equipment.. . . . .  1 point
Manual Training 14—Forging............................................ 2 points
Drawing. 19—Advanced Mechanical Drawing................ . 2 points
Elective—14 points.
III. For Teaching Domestic Art.
First Year—15 points required.
P rescribed— 14 p o in ts :
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Psychology ................................................................................  3 points
English .......................................................................................  3 points
Drawing 1— Freehand Drawing........................................... 2 points
Domestic Art 1 — Simple Needlework and Upholstery... 1 point
Manual Training 1—Weaving, Basketry, etc.....................  1 point
Domestic Art 2— Study of Textiles, etc.............................  1 point
Domestic Art 4— Drafting and Simple Garment Making.. 2 points 
Domestic Art 6— Household Art Design and Needlework. 1 point 
Elective— 1-4 points.
Second Year— 15 points required.
Prescribed— 15 points:
History and Principles of Education...................................  a points
Education 21— Theory and Practice of Teaching Domes­
tic A rt.....................    3 points
Chemistry ..................................................................................  3 points
Domestic Art 11— Dressmaking......................................   2 points
Domestic Art 13— Millinery................................................... 1 point
Domestic Science 1— Foods and Cookery...........................  3 points
Elective— 0-3 points.
IV. For Teaching Domestic Science.
First Year— 15 points required.
Prescribed— 15 points:
P sych ology ..................................................................................  3 points
English ........................................................................................  3 points
Chemistry ...................................................................................  3 points
Drawing la— Freehand Drawing.........................................  1 point
Domestic Science 1— Foods and Cookery.. .........................  3 points
Domestic Science 3— Food Production and Manufacture. 1 point
Domestic Science 5—a Home Nursing............................
b Laundering ..................................... 1 point
Elective— 0-3 points.
Second Year— 15 points required.
Prescribed— 13 points:
History and Principles of Education...................................  3 points
Education 23— Theory and Practice of Teaching Domes­
tic Science.........................................................................  3 points
Domestic, Science 11— Advanced Foods................................ 3 points
Domestic Science 13— Household Chemistry...................... 1 point
Domestic Science 15— a Bacteriology..................................
b Sanitation .................................... 1 point
Domestic Art, 4— Drafting and Simple Garment Making. 2 points 
Elective— 2-5 points.
V. For Hospital Nurses.
Domestic Science 9— Therapeutic Cookery.................................... 1 point
(Note.— Students who have completed the required English and Chem­
istry courses in their collegiate work will elect other courses of equivalent 
value.)
DESCRIPTION OF COURSES.
Courses given by professors and instructors of this Department are 
numbered. The letter “ a” after a course designates the first half and “ b”  
the second half o f the course.
EDUCATION
H istory and Principles of Education. (Given in Teachers’ College.) 
Education 21, 23 and 25— Theory and. Practice o f Teaching Domestic
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Art, Domestic Science and Manual Training, respectively—Subject con­
sidered with reference to the aim and meaning of education, relation to 
social life, child nature and the curriculum. Courses of study planned 
and methods of presentation considered. Cost and plans of equipment 
studied. Practical work, including observation, making of lesson plans,, 
assistance and teaching.
MANUAL TRAINING,
Manual Training 1—Weaving, Basketry, etc. Fee, $1. Handwork con­
nected with the home and adapted to lower grades of schools and general 
industrial education. Coarse needlework, raffia and cordwork, weaving,, 
woven and sewed basketry and chair-caning. Designs worked out ana. 
natural materials used.
Manual Training 2— (a) Paper and Cardboard work; ( b)Clay Model­
ling and Pottery. Fee, $1.— (a) Designing and making of articles to cor­
relate with regular work of the elementary school. Natural uses of ma­
terials emphasized, (b) Forms modelled and simple pottery made. Study 
of form, clays and glazes.
Manual Training 4—Primary Woodioork.—Fee, $1, Work adapted to 
first five grades of schools. Tools adapted to strength of children. Work 
related to home, school and play of children.
Manual Training 5—Venetian Iron and Sheet Metal Work—Ffee, $1. 
Design and construction.- Course adapted to upper grades amd high school.
Manual Training 6—Elementary Woodioork.—Fee„ $1.50. Technical 
processes. Useful articles made and finished. A variety of woods and 
finishing materials used. A model of some simple machine made by each, 
student.
Manual Training 7—Study of Materials, Tools and Methods.—Fee, 501 
cents. Lectures, readings and experiments. Properties of wood, sources of 
timber supply and principles of wood construction examined; analysis of 
action of cutting tools made; finishing materials classified and proper use 
investigated.
Manual Training 11—Advanced Woodioork.—Fee, $2.50. Prepares for 
•teaching woodwork in secondary schools. Problems first studied from 
standpoint of constructive design and then carried out in wood. Much at­
tention paid to finishing and decorating.
Manual Training 13— Turning and Pattern Making.— Fee, $2.50. Meth­
ods of turning in soft and hard woods. Work in pattern making deals 
with technical methods and constructions and relates to courses in 
moulding.
Manual Training 14—Forging.—Fee, $2. The field of hand forging as 
related to high school possibilities covered. (Not offered in 1905-6..)
Manual Training 17— Wood Carving.—Fee, $1. Design and practice- 
The carving is considered as a decorative element in construction and the 
exercises are largely related to the projects executed in Manual Train­
ing 11.
Manual Training 21— Costs and Plans of Equipment.—Lectures and re­
quired readings. Related to high school equipment. Drawings of rooms 
and pieces of equipment.
DOMESTIC SCIENCE.
Domestic Science 1— Foods and Cookery.—Fee, $4. A systematic study 
of principles and methods involved in the preparation of food, including 
table-setting and serving.
Domestic Science 3— Food Production and Manufacture.—Complement­
ary to Domestic Science 1. The composition, production, manufacture
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ana physiological value of the foodstuffs of the world are considered; also 
their preservation and adulteration.
Domestic Science 5— (a) Home Nursing; (b ) Laundering.—Fee, 50 
cents' for (b ). (a ) Instruction in care of sick in the home and “ first aid" 
given by the Superintendent of Nurses at the Freedmen’s Hospital, 
(b ) Theory and practice of laundering all kinds of household linen.
Domestic Science 9— Therapeutic Cooking.—Fee, $3. Practical course in 
cooking for the sick, especially adapted to professional nurses.
Domestic Science 11—Advanced Course in Foods.—Fee, $5. Following 
topics covered: Advanced cookery, preservation of foods, cookery for the 
sick, marketing and dietaries.
Domestic Science 13— Household Chemistry.—Fee, $1. A laboratory 
course in chemistry of foods and cleansing processes. The five food prin­
ciples, adulterants and preservatives, baking powders, soaps and deter­
gents are studied.
Domestic Science 15— (a ) Bacteriology;  (5 ) Sanitation.—Fee, 50 cents, 
(a ) Elementary study of micro-organisms, with special attention to yeasts 
and the bacteria of water and milk, (b ) Lectures and required readings 
on principles of sanitary science.
DOMESTIC ART.
Domestic Art 1—Simple Needlework and Upholstery.—Fee, $1. Work 
adapted to elementary grades of schools. A model-book of stitches, bead- 
work and upholstery included.
Domestic Art 2— Study of Textiles, etc.— A study of fabrics, their be­
ginnings in the arts and industries of primitive life, the developemnt of 
spinning and weaving, modern processes of manufacture, the effect on 
social and economic conditions and laboratory work in dyeing.
Domestic Art 4—Drafting and Simple Garment Making.— Fee, $1.50. 
Taking measurements, drafting, the choice and economical cutting of ma­
terial and making o f garments.
Domestic Art 6— (a)Household Art D esign; (b ) Art Needlework.—  
Fee, $1. (a ) Designing and drawing for decoration of household articles, 
hats and gowns; (b ) the stitches used in decorative art and their appli­
cation in completed articles.
Domestic A rt 11— Dressmaking.— Fee, $1.50. Drafting and making of 
simple gowns and designing and making of elaborate waists and costumes.
Domestic Art 13—Millinery.— Fee,, $1. Making of wire and buckram 
frames, sewing straw, draping and trimming hats.
DRAWING.
Drawing 1— Freehand Drawing.— Fee, 50 cents. Blocking in, pencil 
measurements, drawing by judgment and feeling, work with groups of 
still-life and geometric solids, and elementary color.
Drawing 10— Elementary Mechanical Drawing.—Fee, $1. Principles 
and practice o f the working drawing.
Drawing 19— Advanced Mechanical Drawing.— Fee, $1. Analytical 
drawing and practical drafting considered with reference to the needs of 
high school work.
MISCELLANEOUS COURSES.
Psychology— (Given in Teachers' College).
English— (English A and B as given in College of Art and Sciences.) 
Chemistry— (Chemistry A and B as given in College or Arts and 
Sciences).
EVENING AND SATURDAY CLASSES.
For convenience of teachers in the schools of the District of Columbia
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and vicinity classes have been formed for the late afternoons and Satur­
days.
SUMMER SCHOOL.
A number of the above Professional Courses will be given during the 
Summer School in July, 1905.
PREPARATORY COURSES.
Manual Arts courses are provided for students in the Prepara­
tory Department of the University and for all others who come 
not sufficiently prepared in Academic work to enter the Profes­
sional classes. These courses are not for the purpose of teaching 
trades, but to aid in giving students a thorough and complete 
general education.
Students entering the Preparatory Department of the Uni­
versity are permitted to choose between three courses. Those se­
lecting the Scientific course devote about one-fourth of their time 
to subjects given in the School of Manual Arts.
The Scientific is of equal educational value with the Classi­
cal and Latin-English Courses, but specially prepares the stu­
dents for the following advanced work: (a) The Professional 
courses for teachers in this Department; (b) the Engineering 
courses given in any technical school; (c) the Scientific course 
given in the College Department or any Scientific School; the 
Teachers’ College, or Commercial Department.
COURSES OF STUDY.
1. The Classical and Latin-English students are required by the Trus­
tees to take four hours’ work each week during their Junior and Sub- 
Middle years. They make selections of courses provided for the Scientific 
students.
2. The courses for Scientific students follow:
JUNIOR.
Drawing A (a l l ) .....................2 (4 )
Manual Training A (boys). .  2 (4) 
Manual Training B (boys).. 2 (4)
Domestic Art A (girls).........  2 (4)
Domestic Science A (girls).. 2 (4)
MIDDLE.
Manual Training D (boys)..  2 (4 )
Drawing C-b (b oys )..............l  (2)
Domestic Art C (g irls).........  2 (4)
Domestic Science (g ir ls )___ 1 (2)
SUB-MIDDLE,
Manual Training C (boys)... 2 (4)
Drawing C-a (boys)...............1 (2)
Domestic Art B (girls).........  2 (4 )
Drawing B-a (g irls)............... 1 (2)
SENIOR.
Manual Training E (b oys ).. 2 (4)
Drawing D-a (boys)...............  1 (2)
Domestic Art D-a (g ir ls ). . . .  1 (2 ) 
Domestic Science D (g ir ls ). .  2 (4 )
EXPLANATION OF COURSES.
Each full course, designated by a capital letter, counts as two hours’ 
credit, but requires four hours of laboratory or shop work each week. A 
half-course, designated by a capital and a small letter, counts one-half as 
much. A fee of $1.20 to cover cost of material used is charged for each 
full course, except Drawing A, where it is 60 cents. The fee for a half­
course is one-half as much. No text books are required of students.
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Drawing A.—Elementary course In freehand drawing.
Drawing B-a.—More advanced freehand drawing and water colors. 
Drawing C.—Elementary mechanical drawing.
Drawing D-a.— More advanced mechanical drawing.
Manual Training A.—Broad and comprehensive course in bench work in 
wood. Many useful articles made.
Manual Training B.— Printing work; including, typesetting, correcting 
proof, distributing, job and display work, feeding press, etc.
Manual Training C.—Venetian iron and sheet metal work.
Manual Training D.— Wood turning and pattern making.
Manual Training E.—Forging.
Domestic Science A .—Elementary course in cooking and serving foods. 
Domestic Science C.—Laundry work and other cleansing processes. 
Domestic Science D.—Advanced work with foods.
Domestic Art A.— Plain sewing.
Domestic Art B.—Drafting and garment making.
Domestic Art C.—Dressmaking.
Domestic Art D-a.—Millinery.
For further information, address—
T he President, or,












R ev . JOHN GORDON, D.D., P re sid e n t .
GEORGE J. CUMMINGS, A.M.,
Dean and Professor of Ancient Languages.
GEORGE M. LIGHTFOOT, A.B.,
Professor and Assistant Instructor in Latin.
CHARLES S. SYPHAX, A.B., LL.M.,
Assistant Professor and Instructor in Mathematic*.
Miss ANNIE R. BARKER, A.M., Pd.B.,
Instructor in English, Rhetoric, and History.
Mr s . JULIA A. PURNELL,
Instructor in Arithmetic, United States History, Reading, and Spelling. 
CORA L. MOORE,
Instructor in Geography and Elementary English.
ANNOUNCEMENT.
T HERE are three Courses of four years each offered by this Department. The Courses are designed to fit for any Col­
lege. Those who complete either can also pass into the 
Teachers’ College or Commercial Department if they choose.
Only such as complete one of these courses may receive the cer­
tificate of the University.
The aim is to put this among the best fitting schools of the 
land and to use such methods and text books as have received the 
commendation of the best educators.
No effort is spared to make pupils thorough in first principles, 
as all successful prosecution of advanced studies depends upon 
this.
ADMISSION.
Candidates for admission to any of the courses will be re­
quired to pass a satisfactory examination in Reading, Spelling, 
Arithmetic, Physiology, English, English Grammar, U. S. History, 
Civics, and Modern Geography.
Candidates for advanced standing in the Department must be
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examined in the studies (or their equivalent) already pursued by 
the class to which admission is desired; but certificates of rec­
ommendation from approved schools certifying the amount and 
quality of work, will be received in lieu of an examination.
Certificates of good character and honorable dismission from, 
other schools or departments, are required.
Letters of inquiry respecting this Department should be ad­
dressed to the Dean.
COLLATERAL EXERCISES
are required of all students as follows: A  Bible Lesson, every 
Sabbath morning of term time, at 9 a. m.
A ll members of the first two classes are required to give four 
hours a week to work in the School of Manual Arts.
THE EUREKA
is a literary society with weekly meetings, offering to all male 
members of this department, facilities for practice in writing 
and speaking.
By a recent action of the Board of Trustees, the two lowest 
classes known as B and A  classes, corresponding somewhat to 7th 
and 8th grades, have been, at present, placed under the supervis­
ion of this Department.
Pupils who complete these classes are admitted to the Prepara­
tory Department without examination.
ST U D IE S  FOR B CLASS.
FIRST TERM.
Arithmetic.— Percentage with its applications; Profit and Loss; Com­
mission; Insurance; Numerous examples given to illustrate and test.
Frequent drills in Mental Arithmetic. Aim at accuracy and rapidity.
English Grammar.— Daily exercises in sentence building, grouping, 
paragraphs, making outline, talking and writing from them. Punctuation 
and use o f idioms.
Geography.— Earth as a whole— Europe, Asia, Africa, Geography of 
Current Events.
Reading.—Appleton’s Sixth Reader and selections from other books of 
same grade.
Spelling and Dictation daily. Geographical names—terms used in Gram­
mar and Arithmetic and words from readings.
SECOND TERM.
Arithmetic.— Simple and Compound Interest; Bank Discount; Partner­
ship; Commercial Papers, and Mental Arithmetic.
English Grammar continued, with especial attention to the noun and 
pronoun; Paragraph work; Punctuation and Idioms.
Geography— United States and her possessions.
Reading continued as in first term; attention given to diacritical and 
accent marks; free use of Dictionary.
Spelling daily.




Arithmetic.—Ratio, Proportion, Powers, and Roots; Rapid Mental work. 
English Grammar.—Verb and Verb-phrases; Exercises in Idioms, sen­
tences, Punctuation, and Paragraphing.
United States History.—The Administrations; fix important events as 
far as possible.
Reading and Spelling.—As above, with attention to Prefixes and Suffixes. 
Drawing through the year.
A  CLASS.
To enter this, one must have completed the work of B Class.
FIRST TERM. 4
Review Fundamental Principles of Arithmetic.—Decimals, Fractions, 
Denominate Numbers, Metric System .
English Grammar.—Technical Grammar, Noun, Pronoun; continued at­
tention to Writing, Paragraphing, Reproduction, Letter Writing, Business 
Forms.
United States History.—Review of Explorations and Discoveries; Settle­
ments; Revolutionary Period; Beginning of our Political History.
Reading.—Irving’s Sketch Book; Boys’ of ’76 (Coffin); Biographical 
Stories (Hawthorne.)
Spelling.—Lists of words mispelled and difficult ones; Swinton’s Word 
Analysis; Memory Gems as dictation to be written.
SECOND TERM.
Arithmetic completed and Metric System.
Technical Grammar continued—taking up the verb; laws of composi­
tion; brief abstracts; original composition on subjects assigned and con­
nected with pupils observation or experience.
History of Town, City, County, State, and Government of District of 
Columbia. Reading aloud for expression and Interpretation from selected 
books. Spelling Continued.
THIRD TERM.
Algebra.—Algebraic Language, Easy Problems, Addition, Subtraction, 
Multiplication, Division.
English Grammar progressively continued as in other terms; much writ­
ing to awaken original thought. Take up Personification, Comparison, and 
Metaphor.
Constitution of United States.
Read some work on Elementary Physiology, as caring for body, ventila­
tion, effects of alcohol and tobacco.
Spelling continued.
Select Readings from the following authors: Cooper, Holmes, Cable, 
Parkman, Whittier, Longfellow, Bryant, Hale, and Burns.
Draining through the year.
COURSES OF STUDY.
CLASSICAL.
Junior.—Latin 4, Algebra 5, English 4, History 2, Manual Training 2, 
(4) through the year.
Sub-Middle.—Latin 4, Geometry (5), English (4), History 2, Manual Train­
ing 2, (4) through the year.
Middle.—Latin 5, Greek 5, English 3, Physics 4 or Chemistry 4, through 
the year. Algebra 3 reviewed the last ten weeks of the year.
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Senior.—Latin 4, Greek 6, German 4 or French 4, English 2, Theme Work 
1, through the year. Geometry 3, reviewed the last ten weeks of the 
year.
LATIN-ENGLISH COURSE.
Junior and Sub-Middle years are the same as those of corresponding years 
of Classical Course.
Middle.—Latin 5, German 4 or French 4, English 3, Biology 3 through the 
year. Solid Geometry 3 first half; Higher Algebra 3 the last half of 
year.
Senior.—Latin 4, German 4 continued, or French 4 continued, English 2, 
Physics 4 or Chemistry 4, Higher Arithmetic 2, Theme Work X, all 
the year.
SCIENTIFIC COURSE.
Junior.—Algebra 5, English 4, History 2, Manual Arts 6 (12), all the 
year.
Sub-Middle.—Geometry 5, English 4, History 2, Biology 3, Manual Arts 
3 (6), through the year.
Middle.—German 4 or French 4, English 3, Physics 4, Solid Geometry 3 
first half of year, and Higher Algebra 3 last half of year, Manual 
Arts 3 (6).
Senior.—German 4, continued, or French 4, continued, English 2, Chem­
istry 4, Higher Arithmetic 3, Themes, Manual Arts 3 (6), through 
the year.
For descriptions of the courses in Manual Arts, see announce­
ment of School of Manual Arts.
While the Scientific Course especially prepares for “Group C” 
of College of Arts and Sciences, it is nevertheless intended to fit 




Devoted to mastery of forms, acquiring a vocabulary, and a 
study of principles of syntax, careful drill in inflection and read­
ing simple exercises and translations from sight and hearing. 
Text-books—Jones’ First Lessons in Latin, Latest Edition, and 
Allen and G reenough’s Latin Grammar.
Fall Term.—Lessons I-XXXV
Winter Term.—Lessons XXXV-LXXX.
Spring Term.—Lessons finished. Study of easy Latin fables and stories 
from Roman History.
SUB-MIDDLE YEAR
continues drill in forms and enlargement of vocabulary. Atten­
tion to Syntax and uses of Subjunctive, Gerund and Infinitives, 
and careful attention to idomatic translations.
Fall Term.—Easy Latin Fables, L’Hommond’s Viri Romae. Nepos’ Lives, 
Oral Exercises.
Winter Term.—Selection from Caesar’s Gallic War, Books II and III. 
Prose Composition based on selections read, Geography of Gaul.




Cicero’s Orations are studied and Latin poetry is begun. The 
•class is referred to Forsyth’s Cicero and to Trollope’s Cicero, and 
to  parallel passages in English literature. Written translations 
at stated times. Latin prosody is studied and practically ap­
plied in the metrical reading of Ovid and Virgil.
Fall Term.—Cicero’s orations against Catiline: I, II, III and IV; selec­
ted passages from Sallust's Catiline (20 pages); Prose Composi­
tion based upon the orations read.
Winter Term.—Cicero’s Manilian Law and Archias; Prose. Composition 
based upon these orations; Ovid’s Metamorphoses, 500 lines. 
Classical Mythology. Grammar—Syntax continued.
Spring Term.—Ovid continued, 1000 lines. Virgil’s Aeneid begun, Books 
I and II. Mythology, Prosody. Prose Composition: College en­
trance examination papers.
SENIOR YEAR.
Fall Term.—Virgil continued, Books III and IV, and reviewed.
Winter Term.—Books V and VI reviewed.
Spring Term.—Books VII and VIII or portions of Georgies and reviewed.
Daily practice is given to applying the principles of prosody 
and gaining facility in scanning. An effort is made to awaken an 
enthusiasm in the study o f this great epic, not only as a literary 
work but also to study Virgil’s Mythology, Fatalism, Platonism, 
Roman Customs, His Debt to Homer, Figures, Noted Passages, 
Descriptions, Methaphysical Passages, Character of Aeneas, and 
numerous other topics suggested in the progress o f the Poem. 
Greenough and Kittredge’s Virgil required.
GREEK COURSE.
Two lessons a week are required of the Sub-Middle Class dur­
ing the year. The time is given to acquiring a mastery of the 
first ten or twelve lessons as given in Wrhite’s First Lessons in 
Greek, Revised Edition, adapted to Goodwin’s Greek Grammar, 
edition of 1892.
MIDDLE YEAR.
First Term.—Review of work of Junior Year. White’s First Lessons in 
Greek, I-XXV, with Goodwin's Greek Grammar.
Winter Term.—Lessons XXVI XLVIII and Grammar.
Spring Term.—Lessons completed. Goodwin’s Anabasis. Four chapters 
of Book I. Daily practice through the year in oral and written 
exercises, in reading, drill in forms, and mastery of first prin­
ciples.
SENIOR YEAR.
Fall Term.—Review of Anabasis read in Middle Year and reading Book 
I and Book II, three chapters, reviewing the same. Grammar re­
viewed, Parts I and II. Weekly lessons in Collar & Daniell’s 
Greek Composition, based on text read. Six hours a week. One 
hour a week is also given to initial study of Iliad (Seymour), at­
tention being given especially to Prosody and Scanning.
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Winter Term.—Anabasis Book II, from Chapter IV, and Book III and 
Book IV to Chapter IV. Grammar—sections 1230-1620. Greek 
Prose. Iliad, Book I, 300 lines.
Bpring Term.—Anabasis completed and reviewed. Grammar, sections 
822-1229 Iliad, Books I-III. College entrance examinations.
GERMAN,
An elementary course in Grammar, Composition and the read­
ing of simple narrative prose— about 200 pages.
Fall Term.—Joynes-Meissner’s German Grammar; Supers’ Elementary 
German Reader. Exercises in Composition.
Winter Term.-—Der Zerbrochene Krug (Zschokke); Immensee (Storm HE 
L’Arrabbiata (Heyse.) Grammar and Composition.
Spring Term.—Germelshapsen (Gerstacker); Hoher als die Sirche (Von 
Hillern). Der Neffe als Onkel (Schiller); Geschichten Vom Rhein 
(Stern.) Translation at sight. Oral and written Composition. 
Open to Seniors Classical Course and to the Third Year Mass of 
the Latin-English Course. (Four hours a week throughout the 
year).
The second year either continues German or the students may 
take a year of F ren ch ®
ALGEBRA
is taken through the Junior year, five hours each week. A 
thorough drill and mastery o f  Elementary Algebra through Quad­
ratics and Equations of quadratic form. Numerous simple exer­
cises given; neatness, accura# , and dispatch required in all 
work.
Fall Term.—To Highest Common Factor.
Winter Term.—To Involution.
Spring Term.—To Logarithms.
In Spring Term o f Middle Year, the Middlers review Elements 
o f Algebra, four hours a week.
W entworth’s Complete Algebra is the text-book used through 
the course.
GEOMETRY COURSE
embraces five books or all Wentworth’s Plane Geometry, five 
hours a week. Rigorous, clear, reasoning, and exact demonstra­
tions ; numerous graded exercises involving independent original 
work, and logical arrangement, in all cases.
Fall Term.—To measurement, Book II.
Winter Term.—To Book IV.
Spring Term.—Books IV and V. Also same term, the Senior Class takes 
a general review of Plane Geometry, with much independent and 
original work. Three hours a week.
ARITHMETIC
is reviewed by Sub-Middlers in Spring Term in the light of Al­
gebra and Geometry, gaining thereby a clearer comprehension o f 
arithmetical principles. Three hours a week.
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Weeden, M. Emma............................................ Brocton, Mass.
Wilkinson, Bessie................................................Anacostia, D. C.
Williamson, Ida L ..................... ........................ Atlanta, Ga.
SUMMARY.








Special Students................................................ ................ 10
Elementary School.............................................................  44




Boyd, Orrie B .................
Coates, Gertrude.............
Daniel, Allen M .. . .........
Henderson, Abram J . . . .
Hines, George W ...........
Jackson, Lennie.............
Johnson, Winifred.........
Matthews, John W . .
Riggs, Fannie E .............
Waring, Mary E ...........
Watson, Harry...............
Williams, Leroy T .........
Woodford, Elizabeth.. . .  
Waddleton, Pearl .........
Allen, Clarence E ..........






Dancy, Lillian.'.. . . . . . . .
Gonzalez, Bernardino V
Jordan, Lulu F .............
Meriweather, Robert----
Morris, Adele.................




Tapscott, Mary W .........
Taylor, David. . . . . . . . . .
White, John W .............
................................Washington, D. C.
.................... .............Washington, D. C.
.............................. .Harper’s Ferry, W. Va.
................................ Fayetteville, N. C.
. ................................ Shelbyville, Ind.
................................ Harrisburg, Pa.
................................Beaufort, S. C.
............... .................Washington, D. C.
. ...............................Laytonsville, Md.
. ................................Washington, D. C.
............................ . .Asbury PaiK, N. J.
................ —  .. .Anderson, S. C.





.................... .............Washington, D. C.
..................................Washington, D. C.
....... ..........................Washington, D. C.
................................Washington, D. C.
..................................Washington, D. C.
......................  ....... Washington, D. C.
..................................Key West, Fla.
.. , ............................ Washington, D. C.
.................................Washington, D. C.
....... .........................Washington, D. C.










Deveal, Emily. . . . . . .
Hanson, McCoy........
Harvey, Robert L . ..
Hicks, Meta...............
Johnson, M. Annette 














......... ........................ Washington, D. C.
..................................... Old Orchard, Mo.
..................................... Hartford, N. C.
Pinkett, James...................................................Eura, Va.
Quintchett, L illie .............................................Emporia, Va.
Reeves, Annie H................................................Memphis, Tenn.
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Freshman Class ............................................................. 14
Fourth Year Class...........................................................  15
Special Students..............................................................  19
Total ........................................................................ 48
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Breen, Mary Cecilia............................M.T..........Washington, D. C.
Cook, Mrs. Coralie Franklin............ D.S..........Washington, D. C.
Madden, Samuel W ........................... M.T..........Alexandria, Va.
SOPHOMORES.
Parris, Hubert A .............................M.T............ Barbados, West fndies.
FRESHMEN.
Adams, Mrs. Emma M....................... D.A..........Washington, D. C.
Braxston, E. H ................................ M .T...........Baltimore, Md.
Cook, Mrs. Lulie................................ D.S..........Washington, D. C.
Dodson, B. C ......................................M.T..........Washington, D. C.
Kennerly, Banna................................D.A..........Washington, D. C.
Keyes, Samuel A .............................. M.T..........Washington, D. C.
McDonald, Oliver W .........................M.T..........Washington, D. C.
Milton, S. D ........................................M.T..........Washington, D. C.
Nelson, A. M........................................D.S..........Washington, D. C.
Smith, M. Louise.............................. M.T..........Baltimore, Md.
Wilson, Lucille S ..............................M.T..........Baltimore, Md.
Whyte, Clarence R ............................ M.T..........Baltimore, Md.
DOMESTIC SCIENCE FOR NURSES
Barnes, Anna M.................................................Baltimore, Md.
Bearce, Daisy.................................. ................. Rye, N. Y.
Burruss, Mary E ....................................' ..........Harrisburg, Pa.
Hall, Iona M...................................................... Troy, Ohio.
Henderson, Sara Orlena....................................Newport, R. I.
Johnson, Cora A .................................................Cleveland, Ohio.
King, Annie C .................................................... Stratford, Ontario, Canada.
Lewis, Willie A .................................................. Macon, Ga.
Lucas, Marian V.................................................Washington, D. C.
Marshall, Mary C...............................................Morristown, Tenn.
McDougal, Coloto M........................................... Indianapolis, Ind.
Merritt, Mary E .................................................Berea, Ky.
McKnight, Viola R ...........................................Washington, D. C.
Maston, M. Jeanna.............................................Parkersburg, W. Va.
Teabout, Stella.................................................. Richfield Springs, N. Y.
Tuffs, Sarah L ........... ......................... ............. Albany, N. Y.
Talioferro, Olivia...................... ! ......................Anacostia, D. C.
Wilson, Annabel.................................................Baltimore, Md.
Williams, Annie Adeline....................................New York, N. Y.
SPECIAL.
Burnett, Sarah L ............................D.A............Hamilton, N. C.
Beckley, Daisy A .............................D.S............ Washington, D. C.
Brown, Nellie Plummer................ D.A............Hyattsville Md.
Carter, Mrs. G. E............................. D.A............Hearne, Texas.
Cook, Elisabeth A .......................... M.T............Washington, D. C.
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Jones, Mrs. Mary....................... . . .  D.A.......... Port Lavaca, Texas.
Jordan, Lulu Francis................ . Washington, D. C.
Lewis, Henry W ......................... . . .  M.T.......... . Washington, D. C.
Puree, Hattie V ........................... . Washington, D. C.
Price, E. Louise........................... .. .D.A.......... .Washington, D. C.
Price, Mrs. Josie M................... .. . D.A.......... . Washington, D. C.
Robinson, Eleanor....................... . .  .D.S.......... . Washington, D. C.
Reed, Cornelia............................. ...D .A .......... .Washington, D. C.
Smith, Mrs. A. R ....................... . . .  D.A.......... . Washington, D. C.
Scott, Mrs. Alma J ..................... .Washington, D. C.
Smith, Mrs. Christy T ............... . . .D .A ......... . Washington, D. C.
Smith, Mrs. Annie..................... ..  .D.A.......... . Washington, D. C.
Whitfield, Janey E ..................... . . .D  Jl. ........ . Washington, D. C.
Whitcomb, Mrs. Nellie M .......... ...D .S .......... .Washington, D. C.
Winkler, Mrs. S. L ..................... . . . D A . ........ . Washington, D. C.
Wheeler, Mrs. M. A ................... . . .  D.A.......... .San Antonio Texas.
Williams, Mrs. C. W ............. .. . . .  D .A......... . Washington, D. C.










Baxter, Bertha A . . . .  
Cowan, Cornelius S . . 
Flemming, Artee H ..
Jones, David D ..........
Junior, Benjamin H 
Norman, L avin ia .. . .
Parker, John F ..........
Pettis, Kyle M ..........
Rivera, Alexander M 
Shaw, Clarence E . . .  
Thompson, Hetta H . 
Tyler, Edward E . . . .  
Walker, Marcellus L . 










......................... Wilmington, N. C.
......................... Huntersville, N. C.
......................... Mobile, Ala.
......................... Centerville, Md.
.......... ................Charlotte, N. C.
...........................Farnham, Va.
Berry, Joanna M ........ ..
Butts, Jonathan................
Chase, W illiam C., J r . . .
Cook, C. Blanche............
Dagler, James F ..............
Devore, E. T. M ................
Floyd, James E ................
Gowens, Willard Q ..........
Harris, Annie C . . . . . . . . .
Harris, Philip G ..............
Hilyer, Franklin N . . . . . .
Hutchins, lone R ............
Howe, Alfred G ................
Lane, Charles R ..............
Levi, Bertha M ................
Lightfoot, James A. G . ..
Lynch, Reginald L ..........
McKinney, Bessie T ........
Marshall, Oscar W ..........
Mason, Joseph J. B........
Miller, Francis E ..........
Miller, Fred H ..................
Moore, Joseph G ........
Mullins, Priestly L ..........
Murray, Alice P ..............
Richardson, Douglas. . . .  
Stuart, William H . . . . . .
Terry, Harriet J ..............
Thomas, Joseph H ........ .
Velasco, Edward............
Washington, Anthony B 
W ilson, Welford R ........









............................. Washington, D. C.
.............................Watertown, Conn.
............................. Center Cross, Va.
............................. Washington, D. C.
. . . . . . ................... New York.
............................. Wilmington, N. C.
..................... .. .Pennington Gap, Va.
................ .. ..........Laurel, Md.
.............................Richmond, V £
............................. Barbados, B.W.I.
............................. Washington, D. C.
.............................Staunton, Va.
. . ...................... .Philadelphia, Pa.
............................. Fort Smith, Ark.















Boston, Joseph D ................





........................ Charleston, W. Va.
Brown, William H .............. .......................Myersdale, Pa.
........................ Hamilton, N. C.
.................... Savannah, Ga.
.....................Washington, D. C.
.............New Jersey, N. J.
...............Galveston, Texas.
Escoffery, Lulu M aude.. . . ...................Atlantic City, N. J.
...................... New York City.
.............. Warrenton, Va.
Griffith, Marjory R ............ .................Washington, D. CL.................... Parkersburg, Pa.
...................Washington, D. C.
Houston, Theophilus J . . . . ...............Washington, D. C.
Jewett, Percy E ..................
Johnson Pavid H Jr.,........ ...................Sumter, S. C.
Nelson, Bertha S ................
Nelson, Thomas W ..............
Nalle, Wendall P ................
Peebles, Frank R ................
.....................Washington, D. C.
Pamsey, J o h n ......................
Reynolds, Nellie R ..............
Richardson, Reginald G . . .
Russell, Frank G ................
Sargent, George E ..............
Scott, Harry L ......................
Stovall, Mamie J ..................
Tipton, Andy R ....................
Thompson, E. B ...................
Vassar, Rosa A ....................
Warricks, John T ................
Williams, Nimon L .......... .
Williams, Robert L .......... .
Winkler, James H ............
Wright, James A ..............
Young, Curl A ....................
. .................................Columbia, S. C.
JUNIOR CLASS.
Baltimore, Clinton F ........
Baltimore. Leon C ............








Brooke, Clarence T ..........
Brown, John H-, J r . . . . . .
Burney, James L ..............
Burnett, Sarah L ..............
Burns, Anna........................
Byrd, Clara J .....................
Cassell, Frank C ..............
Chinn, Calpurnia M .-----
Colbert, John H ..............
Cook, Charles Y ..............
Cook, Christopher Q . . . .
Cook, Edna H ..................
Cook, Neeton E ................
Cooper, Irene H ..............
•Cottman, Harry................
Curtis, Princess...............
Deane, Lucy A ..................
Desmukes, Albert D ........
Dunlap, Calvin E ............
Ellis, Thomas..................
Evans, Frederick D . . . .
Farley, R oy ......................
Foster, Leon L ..............
Gibson, Eva B ................
Gilbert, William H. C . .
Green, Bertram W ........
Harris, Charles Y ..........
Hendrickson, Gustavus. 
Higginbotham, John H.
Hi Iyer, Gale P ................
Hlpshur, John R ............
Holmes, Philip A ..........
Hurt, Frederick A ........
Jones, James E ..............
Kyle, George A ..............
JLee, Edward..............
Lewis, Lawrence F . . . .
Lewis, Thomas F ..........
Lomax, William B ........
McCullough, David, Jr 
McFarland, Boone C . . 
McGuire, Robert G . . . .  
Makanya, Arthur E . .. 
McKinney, Arthur B . . 
Mllburn, William A . ..
Milton, Isaac J ............
Mitchell, Harry G ........
Mitchell* Mamie K -----
Moore, Julius A ..........
Moss, James..................
Murray, Norman..........
Neely, Thomas B. . . . . .  
Paige, R. G. Leslie, Jr.
Payne, Florence...........
Sedgwick, Charles S ..
Smith, Wendall P ........
Sprague, Owen C
Washington, D. C. 
Wilmington, N. C.
New York City. 
.Hamilton, N. C.
.St. Augustine, Fla. 
.Frostburg, Md.
.Rock Hill, S. C.
.Denver, Colo.
.Anacostia, D. C. 
.Nangatuck, Conn. 
.Richmond, Va.
. St. Louis, Mo. 
.Washington, D. C.
. .Roanoke, Va.
. .Princess Anne, Md.
. .Hot Springs, Ark.
. .Fredericksburg, Va.
. .Gonzales, Texas.
. .Washington, D. C.
. .Richmond, Va.
. .New York City.
. .Washington, D. C.
.. Syracuse, N. Y.
. .Washington, D. C.
. .New York City.
. .Plainfield, N. J.
. .Washington, D. C.
.. Asbury Park, N. J.
. .Fernandina, Fla.
. .Washington, D. C.
,. .Pulaski, Va.
.. .Washington, D. C.
.. .Washington, D. C.
. . .  Spartnburg, S. C.
.. .Indianapolis, Ind.
.. .Falls Church, Va.
. .  .Chicago, 111.
. .  .Washington, D. C*
.. .Manassas, Va.
. . .  Bryan, Texas.
.. .Washington, D. C.
.. .Monmouth Beach, N. J. 
.. .Natal, South Africa.
.. .Washington, D. C.
. .  .Wilmington, Del.
.. .Steelton, Pa.
.. .Asbury Park, N. J.
.. .Winchester, Va.
. .  .Camden, N. J.
.. .Prescott, Ark. 
...Alexandria, Va.
.. .Newburg, S. C.
. . .  Berkley, Va.
.. .New York City.
.. .Upper Marlboro, Md.
.. .New York City.
. . .  Lanham. Md.
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Sprague, Walter H . . . .
Steele, Frank M..........
Thomas, Nellie.............
Titus, James L ............
Valentine, Clarence H. 
Vickers, Thomas R . . . .  
Walker, Maggie L . . . .  
Washington, Charles B
West, Alice G...............
White, James W .........
Williams, Robert L . . .  
Williamson, Joseph W 
Williamson, Walter W 
Winder, J. H., Jr.........
Adams, Agnes A ..........
Boston, Mabel G . . . . . .
Beamon, Reginald........
Berless, Sadie............. .
Barton, Cornelia T . ..
Brown, Edna.................
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